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PADUCAH, KY., WEDNESDAY MORNING, MARCH 20 1997
REPARING FOR RESUMPTION FIVE YEARS
OF STREET RECONSTRUCTION OF CONTRACT
••
tik Illinois Central Ordered to Move Its First Street Tracks
Over to One Side of Thoroughfare—Board Renewed
Policy Which Indemnities City Against Loss
In Deaths From Public Electric Wires.
In order to get aa early a start as
Ptacticable in starting off the recoil-
uction of First street from Broad-
wily to Washington, the board of
blic works yesterday, afternoon
ered that the Illinois, Central rail-
toad immediately start to work mov-
ing the river front track from the
center of First street over to the, east
site of that thoroughfare all the way
from Broadeay to Washington. It
taku several weeks for the rail.
road to du this, and by iliaf time
winter will have settled into pretty
continual spring weather when work
will be commenced of laying the
paving brick on First street and the
concrete pavements on both sides.
First .strcet is to be paved only
front thy concrete pavement on the
West out to center of the thorough-
fare, anti not. all the way across to
the Concrete curb on the east aide.
The railroad tracks are now in the
center of the street and have to be
seeved over to the east side in order
to get them out of the way of the
• paving brick, which comes out to the
middle of the thoroughfare from the
west side The Memphis Asphalt
and Pavia* company last fall got the
contract to pave First from Broad-
to Washington. Washington
from First to Third and Second from
Kentucky avenue to Washington
The concern finished Washington
from 'Third to First and Second from
the avenue to Washington. but about
that time winter weather was coming
on and the board of works decided
to wait until this spring to recon-
struct Fist from Broadway to Wash
Ington. that body fearing if the con-
tracting enmpany was permitted to
idle up First street bad weather
might stop the operations until
spring, thereby leaving First Street
impas•atilt during the minter period.
Now that spring is advancin gthe
_tracks moat go over to the east side
.11 at once along First and be nut of
the way when the Mempbia con
rtactor returns heti to finish up that
portion of the contract calling for
the paving brick and concrete pave-
ments ailing First from Broadway to
;Washington The pavements will be
fall width on the west side of First.
but only six feet on the east side on
account of the latter being on brink
of the river front levee
the members of the body were
rresent yesterday. President Wil-
helm. Secretary J. Q. Taylor and
Member langataff
The board yesterday granted Con-
tractor William Husbands another
extension in time in which to finish
grading 'and graveling Clay from
Sevlibteenth to Nineteenth streets.
• He, started the work last fall and
was to have it completed by January
1st. Bad weather prevented this and
an extension of time was then given
to March t. but as winter would not
_ peimit of anything being done he is
gives until May t to finish, be
lieving he can complete the gravel
work by then. . •
• The I. C. rails are several inches
higher than the street on Clay be-
tween. Eighth and Ninth, and the
board instructed Street Inspector El-
liott to tree that the road lowered the
rails to make them level : with the
!tree
'A number of minor repair; were
k.rdered made to the city market,
such as repairing broken slate roof,
down pipes, etc.
An ordinance has been aaopted by
e eneral council calling for. con-
:trete flav011itrita on both- sides of
s:riltth Fourth between Norton and
Husbands streets, only a block or
two. As many other squires are to
have similar improved walks this
summer, the city engineer advised
the board of works to hold ttie con-
tract in abeyance until the general
council adopts the ordinances calling
for many othet blocks of similar
pavements in that vicinity. The en-
is:neer suggested that there be
let in one bid the contract to im-
iproVe all the contemplated therough-
Vibrates in that section, believing the
:combined work can be done cheaper
.11 and better figures gotten from the
icontractors than would prevail if the
work was let block at a time to dif-
ferent contractors. The board of
vedrirs concurred in this and ordered
held up for the time being award-
-ment of the contract for South
• foueth street until the :other Teas-
e were enacted.
It was directed that there be sold
to the traction company whatever*
old and abandoned city light poles
the street car company wants at the
irevailing prices..
J. E. Williamson was ordered sold
four short "guy" poles at $t apiece.
General Manager Bleecker, of the
traction company, asked the board
o fworks to have the city engineer
give him the proper grade so the
traction company can proceed with
the work of laying the rails for the
new division the company is run-
eing down that thoroughfare. The
matter of' giving the grade was re-
ferred to City Engineer Washington.
Mr. iBleocker notified the board
that today his men would resume
work of scraping the asphaltum
filler off the paving brick on Broad-
en). between Fourth and Fifth
streets.
Miller Cunningham filed with
the board a list of prices showing
what he will furnish sewer tiling and
pipe to the city for The price list
waa referred to the city engineer to
be compared with the figures at
which the factories sell the city pip-
ing Cunningham claims he can sell
as (heap as the factory, and the city
engineer is to report back to the
board how the sets, of figures com-
pare •
Street Inspctor Elliott W2 empow-
ered to buy some hand cleaners for
use in the street department, while
he was also authorized to see for
what he can buy a pair of new
mules for this department In mak-
rug the purchases the Paducah deal-
er, arc to be given preference Sixty
feet of some stone curbing belong-
vii to Q. Q. Quigley were ordered
returned to him the street 'depart-





FURNISHES I. C. WITH
"ROADBED CRUSHED BALLAST
HUNDREDS GO OUT ON THE
ST. LOUIS EXCURSION
• TOMORROW.
The Firemen Still Conferring With
Officials at Chicago Regarding
Wage Scale.
•••••••••
Sunday was not only St. Pattick
thy for Colonel William Katterjohn,
but it marked the center of his ca-
reer in connection with the Illinois
Central railroad, as the Sabbath just
passed brought to an end the first
five years of the contract he has to
furnish this great railroad system
with crushed rock used as ballast for
the roadbed.. His contract has five
years yet to run, and at the end of
that time he has the privilege of re-
newing it for use yearshrdlumfwyp
newing it for ten years, while other-
wise the big crushing and quarry
plant just beyond, Princeton will be
valued by disinterested appraisers
and sold. It is probable that Mr.
Katterjohn will let the contract drop
at the end of the present five years,
as his farsighted businesh deals with
this railroad has already made him
independently wealthy, and although
it is a matter of h:s private business
alone, still his net profits fsotre the
stone quktries during the past five
years do not fall very far short of
half a million dollars. By the time
hi 's other five years expires he will
he far beyond a millionaire. and not
bring a man of avarice, he will prob-
ably give up the contract, as his great-
est desire is to remain in Paducah
°instantly, while during the five
years just gone by his immense in-
While Contractor Bridges is lay- tereirts have permitted of his staying
mg the new sanitary sewerage sys- 'here only about one full month out
tem .the residence section many f
bad places are left. lie claims he is 
o each year.
T
:,ot responsible for some of the 
he stone quarries are among the
largest in the world and Mr. Katter-
places left in inferior condition, john works several hundred men
isbile the city contends he ie. In
order to settle the controversy the 
there. When the stone is blasted
board of waits asked the city solicts4:' it 
is crushed by the machines.
loaded -into cars and taken to all
tor to look into she legal phase of
the situation, while in the mean-
points of the immense Illinois Cen-
tral system, where it is used for bal-
keep note of all the bad places and 
time Street Inspector Elliott is to last. Hundreds df cars are daily sent
out swhat it costs to -repair those fixed by 
and the enterprise i one of the
the city, so that if the 'solicitor says 
largest in the country. swith rade-
ah's
-Bridge. ii responsible it will be 
biggest business man at its
known what to charge him. 
head.
Mr. Bleecker of the private elec-
St. Louis Excursiob.
tric company. informed the board he 
The record-breaking excursion for
would charge the city VI' 
per the Illinois Central railroad goes out
of here tomorrow moning, and the
tween his wires and those of the city
month to maintain connections be-
prospects are thar about five hundred
so that when a municipal wire gets people will take advantage of it and
go to St. Louis. as they do everycut of- fix the private electric corn- 
The train leaves the Unionpany's testing machine can be - put
depot at 8 o'clock and most positive-into operation and !here made a test
ly will not stop at the Eleventh andtbat will show where the city wire
is out of fix. For every test made a 
Broadway crossing going out of the
ity, as the road will not permit anyCcertain price will be charged by the
private company. while this 
,
of the outgoing trains to even slack
tcharge is made for maintaing the heir speed at this crossing. The
train goes out of the city over theconnection, no matter whether a test
is ever made This price was ac-
A
Cairo division and reaching the
cepted by the board Egyptian city takes the main line for.
Guperintendent Keebler. of the city St. Louis, which plaPc will be reach-
light is plant. uses 'directed to make a ed about o'clock tomorrow after-
joint report with Mr. Bleecker show-
ing how many of the public poles
were used by the private company's
wires. In this way it can be ascer-
tained how many city poles Mr.
Eleecker's company uses. The city
charges the private company, so
much each year for every city pole
the private corporation uses.
Superintendent Keebler was direct-
ed to get bids for painting the city
power house roof and smoke stacks
and also see what it will cost to
make hew watnr connections with
the power house boilers: These bids
are to be openede by the .board
March 77. The question of buying
a gasoliac ettgine to operate the
pumps in the sewerage system
primping station was laid over until
the next meeting on account of the
general council sewerage committee
being unable to meet and confer
with. the board on the proposition,
the general council having referred
it to these two joint bodies for in-
vestigation.
There was filed for record the
ietter President Wilhelm several
weeks ago tent to the general cow-
cif asking that the legislative boards
'Continued on Page Five,
i•
FACTORY STRIKE
IS AT AN END
BASKET FACTORY PEOPLE




IN. RESUMING ONLY.. FOUR
MEN WILL GO ON EVIRY
MACHINE.
•
If the Demands Require an Aug-
mented Force, More Will
Be Put On.
The strike at the Mergenthaler-
Horton basket factory in Mechanics-
burg has been settled and this morn-
ing the employes all reetarni to work.
There ag e about .zoo of ,them alto-
gether. and Manager W. M. Smith
stated lest evening that he had set-
tled things with the attaches who had
ben orderer/ back to work this. morn-
ing Three men and one foreman
will be put to each lathe machine, but
of course if it is found they cannot
properly do the entire work for the
machine, it stands to reason that the
management will increase the force
as the demands requipe There are
about 75 men and 150 women and
children to resume their places.
Vlitien the plant was operating six
men and one foreman were employed
at each lathe machine. The factory
shut down three months ago to make
extensive repairs and add new me-
chanism. Monday operations were
resumed, and instead of seven men
going to each machine four were put
to evary lathe. The curtailed force
at the machines refused to perform
all time machine duty that was 'here-
tofore done by the seven, and went
on a strike Monday The other men
went oecin sympathy, and this threw
out forcibly the 15,o women and
children, who had nothing to do if
the machines were not running
Yesterday Manager Smith con-
ferred with the foremen arid an amic-
able adjustment of the strike was
reached whereby everybody returns
to work this morning with only four
men at every lathe The manage-
ment does not bind itself
to put SCVert men to
each machine. hut it is more than
probable that increases will be made
if it develops that the machines can-
not be properly operated with only
the four. A man can only do a cer-
tain amount of 'work and the man-
agemeit never had any idea of work-
ing the curtailed force like horses to
get out of them as much as was
effected with the- nearly double force
employed before the 'plant closed
down Inet December.
noon. The tickets are good return-
ing until March 25, while the fare
for the round trip is $3. There will
be about 8 coaches on the train, but
if need be it will be run in two sec-
tion., as has been done many times
in the past.
Still Figuring.
The committe of Illinois Central
railroad firemen continue figuring
with the high officials of the road at
Chicago regarding the scale of wag-
es to be paid the firemen when the
artkles of agreement and wage scale
ender which they are now working
for the road expires Mr. John
Tranthans represents the firemen of
the city. and has been gone over one
month now attending the Chicago
conference.
Hospital Improvement.
The improvements at the railroad
hospital continue going forward an
When completed that institution will
,present a handsome appearance.
—lifts 'Anna Wasson, of St. Louis,
tonight at the Rescue. Mission
preaches on "Temperance—Touch
Not, Taste Not, Handle Nbt."




Ray Leonard Files Suit for Injuries
deceived by Trip Hammer
Falling.
VOL. 23, NUMBER 282
END OF HIS
FINGERS GONE
BUTCHER DOW WATSON GOT
DIGITS CAUGHT IN SAU-
SAGE MACHINE.
BY PULING OFF FINGER
ENDS HE SAVED HAND
-CLARENCE WOODS HAD FIN-
GERS MANGLED UNDER
CAR WI-FEELS.
Evansville. March 19 —Because. as
he alleges, his hand was mashed un-
der a trip hammer at the G. L.
Mksker foundry last September, Ray
Leonard of Mt. Vernon, Ind., wants
$t0000 damages. Suit to recover
this amount was filed yesterday.
Leonard alleges that the trip ham-
mer was defective and that it • fell
when he was not lookaing for it tosde-
scend. He says his-right hand was
so mangled and iacerated att to dis-
able him permanernlyy. He also al-
leges that he W2.6 not instructed by
the foreman as to the danger in oper-
ating the mach'ne or that itewat out
of vitiack.
SMITH CONTINUANCE.
Judge Evans Lets Case Go Over Un-
til March 28 Because of Law-
yer's Illness.
Switchman Payne 1-lad Leg Broken
in Memphis—G. W. Collier
Taken to Indiana..
Mr. Dow 'Watson, the Mechanics-
burg butcher, had the first joints of
two finger* of his right hand clipped
off yesterday in a sausage grinding
madene at the William Jones hutch-
e-rog and cold storage plant an
Bridge street. If it had not been
fer the nerve of Mr Watson in jerk-
ing out his hand and thereby pulling
the mangled ends of the fingers from
the Machine his entire hand world
have been drawn into the dangerous
piece of mechanism and cut off. He
nes putting sausage meat into the
machine at the time, when the blades
caught the two fingers that were
being rapidly pulled in. Seeing his
hand endangered he pulled back as
hard as possible and got out the
hand by tearing off the ends of the
fisgers. The hand was ,dressed by
Drs. Troutman and Sears
Mv. Watson is the well known
farmer councilman and who also was
elected to as seat in the school board
last fall but declined the honor,
Minus Three Finger Tips.
Clarence Woods arrived here last
evening from Henderson and had Dr.
Jeff D Robertson to dress his in-
jured fingers The young fellow is
abOtat seventeen years of age and son
of Mr Woods. the brickmasor. The
lad was stepping off a train at Hen-
&ruin and fell in "such a way that
his hand flew acioss the track, where
'he coach wheel caught and crushed
•sff the ends of three fingers on the
left hand. .Henderson physicians
save a temporary dressing and when
the boy reached here they were at-
tended to again.
Leg Broken.
Switchman Clyde Payne was
brought here 'yesterday morning
from Memphis and taken to the Illi-
nois Central railroad hospital, where
Chief Surgeon Murreh set the frac-
tured bone in his left leg. Payne
was in between some cars in the
Memphis yards preparing to make a
coupling, when the engine pushed
the cars together with such great
force that he was caught and the
limb bone broken between the knee
and hip.
Rheumatic Patient.
Mr. G. W Collier. of Mechanics-
burg, was taken from his home in the
Mattil dc Efinger invalid carriage to
the Illinois Centrsal railroad, over
which he departed for Porto. Ind.,
to be treated for rheumatism. with
%Ouch he suffered greatly.
A ten days' postponement was yes-
terday granted the W, 11, Smith case
in the United States cohrt at rouis-
vine by Judge Walter Evans on ac-
count of the illness of Attorney W.
M. Smith. the lawyer for W. B.
Smith. The judge set the indict-
ments over to March 28 for trial, be-
cause of the attorney's illness. Smith
is the banker formerly of The:Weill,
and afterwards president- of • the.
Western National bank of, touistille.
He is under indictment cm the charge
of 'misappropriating the funds of that
Louisville instittition.,
•
Lady Abous Same. •
Mrs. L. V. Landergreen continues
about the same in her private ward
at Riverside hospital, where she was
operated on for appendicitis. Her
state continues very' critical.
Sister Very Low.
Mr. Turner, the well known at-
tache of Wailerstein's clothing house,
!eft yesterday. for Central Tennessee.
where he was "called by a telegram





CALL FOR SPECIAL SESSION
MAY INCLUDE NEW ANTI-
BETTING LAW.
PRESENT ONE COES




Governor Declares Vice Shall Not Be
Resumed So Long as He
Is Executive.
Jefferson City, Mo., March to.—
Governor Folk may include in his
proclamation calling for a special
session of the legislature a recom-
mendation for the passage of a law,
with an emergency clause, prohibiting
betting on horse races by telegraph
or telephone..
. Persistent rumors that plans are
being made for a resumption of rac-
ing in St. Louis this spring have
reached the ears of the governor, and
be tonight declared that he would
adopt such measures as would effec-
tually prevent any such attempt from
being executed.
The governor eouid not state defi-
nitely that he intends to ask the
special session of the legisliture to
repeal the act pissed at the last ses-
sion—which prohibits betting by tele-
phone. but does not go into effect
for ninety days —and enact another
hill, with the emergency 'clause. But
lie made the emphatic statement that,
no matter what may be necessary to
stop a resurrection of race track gam-
bling in Missouri. the public may rest
assured that this vice will not be re-
sumed so long as he is governor.
The situation at present seems to
give 'the advantage col those who
would see racing resumed in Mis-
souri The supreme court has held
the antibetting law passed two years
ago doe: not prohibit betting on
horse races by telephone or tele-
graph. There is no law against horse
racing The law passed by the last
legislature and signed yesterday by
the governor, known as the Ely biff,
prohibits betting by telephone, but
has no emergency clause, and there-
fore does not go into effect for ninety
Noedays. # •
Unless the legislatint, at the com-
ing special session. remedies the de-
fect in the present law by pasting a
measure similar to the Ely bill, with
art emergency clause. ft appears that
racing with telephone betting may be
conducted in Missouri until June 15.
Deputy Marshal Brown Gets Aninsal
From His Brother in Virginia.
Deputy United States Marshal
Wade Brown has received from his
brother. Mr. Ulyssess Brown, of Vir-
ginia, a fine bloodhound which the
deputy marshal yesterday sent to his
farm near Woodville, where the
hound will be kept some months and
be trained.
The animal is one year old and a
male. The deputy marshal will keep
him on hand at all times to be used
in running down criminals that he
cannot catch otherwise. re hound
is one of the finest in the country.
OFFICER SELECTED.
Gus Thompson is President and
Georg Goodman Secretary and
Treasurer.
Yesterday the members of the
Matinee dub elected' Mr. Gus
Thompson as President of the organ-
ization and Mr. George Goodman
secretary and treasure.
The club is the newly organized
body of lovers of horse flesh who
have leased the old Caldwelt fair
grounds near Wallace park, and
which grounds will be put in first-
class condition so the owners of fast
animals in the city can go out and
pit their speedy horses against each
other for love of the sport. Work of
putting the grounds in good sham
starts at once.
1Squad From Gunboat Wasp Came
Up From Cairo Last Night.
—.—
Captain J. S. Croglian, .S. W.
Rennie. Chief Yeoman R. Sebtoer,
and Hospital-Apprentice Lipscomb of
the gunboat Wlasp, arrived last eve-
ning to enlist naval recruits who will
be taken to the vessel at Cairo and
started in the service. The gunboas
cannot come here on account of be..
ing unable to get the Cairo bridge,
so the recruiting squad came tp:
Master-At-Arms the ev e r went front
here to Hickman, thence to Ca-
ruthersville, Mo.. and on to Mentplifs,
where tie rejoins the boat that fol-
lows him taking the recruits he pro-
cures.
The members of- the squad ate at
the different hotels.
AFTER RECRUITS.









TRUSTEE BOYD OF E. REHK
PETITION FOR RE-EXAM IN
ASKS THAT DOUBLE THE
WITHHELD—FRIDAY THE
TEE'S EXCEPTIONS TO CRA
GER CASE—OTHER BANKR
Trustee A. E. Boyd of the E.
Velikapf individual bankruptcy pro-
ceeding yesterday filed a petition be-
fore Referee Bagby of the bankrupt
tribunal asking that . the American-
German National bank be compelled
to undergo a re-examination in the
court, and that the hank then have
recognized its claim against Rehkopf,
with exception of double the sum of
$1.535 which Rehkopf claims he paid
that bank in usurious interest be-
tween Oe.tober r, too; and October r,
socifi. The trustee wants this inter-
est claim- excluded from the allow-
ance to the bank.
Rehkopf contends he paid this bank
the $1,535 in interest on money loans
at a rate of interest higher than al-
loaed by law, which provides that
anyone can collect double the amount
of interest paid on money loans when
higher than six per cent is charged.
Rehkopf last weekm served written no-
tice on Trustee Boyd to sue the bank
for double the amount of $1,535. Now
the trustee comes in and asks the
American-German for interest during
the two years mentioned.
Trustee Boyd has taken out a snit
against Earl Walter% to compel him
to pay lasso rent claimed due for the
three South 5econd street buildings
that Walters has occupied since 'De-
cember too6. The buildings be-
longed to Vv. Rehkopf personally.
and went into the general estate
when he was forced into bankruptcy.
His son-in-law. Earl Walters, bonght Ka
OPF INDIVIDUAL CASE FILED
ATION OF THE BANK, AND
AMOUNT OF INTEREST BE
REFEREE HEARS THE TRUS-
WFORD'S CLAIM IN BALLAN-
UPTCY MATTERS.
the Rehkopf Saddlery company's
stock and has been occupying the
three buildings with it. He offered
to compromise the rent claim for
$236 yesterday, but it was refused,
the trustee claiming the full $45o. The
The suit was instituted in Justice
John T. Bleich's court.
Claim Exceptions.
hi the J. B Ballanger ca,e the
referee yesterday took up Trustee
Cecil Reed's exceptions to H. J.
Crawford's claim on two notes Craw-
ford contend: Ballanger exectit'ed to
him when he loaned Ballanger money
with which. to build some boats. The
notes amount to Ws and the referee
set the trustee's exceptions for hear-
ing at 2 o'clock the coining Friday
afternoon.
Referee Bagby yesterday refused
to confirm the sale of property made
by the trustee in this ca,e. and then
ordered the same resold at Benton.
The property was valued at $3oo, and
ordered sold by the referee, but it
bronght only $70, and this being en-
tirely too small. the • referee would
referee to re-examine the hank and not confirm this sale, hut ordered it
hold out double the amount of/ the sold again.
Itanrions interest charged. In his
petition of yesterday the trustee filed
a statement showing how much Mr. /Islam Trustee Report.
Rehkopf had individually paid the 1, Trustee John C. Parsons of the
James I. 'elsoti & Co.. cisse from
Hampton. Livingston county, yester-
day tiled a report, setting out exemp-
tion; claimed by the bankrupt'. They
amounted to nearly $esoo, the limit
possible under the law. Trustee
Parsons also filed a statement show-
ing that the firm property was valued
at $2.903.61, J H. Nelson's property
was appraised at $2-155. while E. M.
Nelson's property is apprai.ed at
LITTLE CENTRAL
AMERICAN WAR
GUNBOAT PADUCAH IS IN
CENTRAL AMERICAN
WATER.
Salvador Casts Her Lot With Hon-
duras and Sends Army to the
From.
Managua, Nicaragua, March 19.—
The port of Trujillo, Honduras, has
been captured by the Nicaraguan
naval forces. The Hondurans left
behind them a piece of artillery, a
number of rifles and quantity of am-
munition.
Stormed by the Nicaraguans.
Washington. March 19.—Trujillo,
Honduras, is reported to have been
taken by the Nicaraguan vessels
iivhch have been cruising along the
Honduras coast for several days. A
dispatch received by the state de-
partment today from Phillip R.
grown, secretary of the American
mission to Honduras and Guatemala!
and who is now at Tegulcigalpa,
Honduras, dated March 16, an-
nounced that the report was in cir-
culation in that city that Trujillo
was being stormed.
The United States gunboat Prince-
ton arrived at Corinto, Nicaragua,
yesterday and the gunboat Paducah
tas arrived at Port Limon, Costa
Rica. These two warships are to
re-enforce the Chicago and the Ma-
rietta, which are now looking after
American interests threatened by the
war in Central America.
Salvador Openly Joins War.
Panama. March lea—According to
(reliable information received here
from Salvador that country has allied
itself openly with Honduras, in the
war Nvith Nicaragua. On March to
-a,aoo Salvadorean soldiers landed at
Arnapala and proceeded the next
morning in the direction of Cholu-
teca. This body of men came from
San Miguel, liondurha. and are tin-
der the command of General Jose
Dslores Presa. •
It is further reported that General
Bonilla. the president of lionclaraa,
at the head of a body of troops has
started for Segovia, Nicaragua. In
this movement lie is supported by
two detachments of Nicaraguan revo
lutionists commanded by General!
Chamorro and Chavarria.
Guatemala Protects Hondurasr
The government of Guatemala has
refused a request made by Honduras
Atevolutionkts to be permitted to
cross the frontier and invade Hon-
duras.
Never Had - Experience.
—There- are lots of men able to
rngove women."
"Yes, and they're all bachelors.-
Boot on Post. A..- .01 •_
BOTH CANDIDATES
FAVOR TEMPERANCE
Warm Race in Bourbon With Two in
the Legislative Contest.
Carlisle. Ky., March to—The leg-
islative race in %ilia count) is begin-
ning to warm up considerably. Both
eambdates have declared themselvea
in favor of any legislation which wiel
advance the Ciallst of temperance. The
two candidate. are Dr. B. F. Rey-
nolds, son of the late Dr. B. F. Rey-
nolda, who represented the county
*taml times in both houses of the
general assembly, and Coleman Tern-
pitman. president of Sunday School
Union of this county. Mr. Temple-
man has always been the leader in
any temperance movement in this
county- The date of the primary has




Temperance Forces Will Try to
Close Owensboro Saloons.
Owensboro. Ky, March to.—Coun
ty Judge 'Owen today called for a
local option election for Owensboro
and Davies% county, to be held on
April ao. He also called a special
registration for April to.
The fight in Owensboro promises
to be one of the most vigorous ever
held in the %tate. There are over
forty saloons and wholesale liquor
houses in Owensboro, and the liquor
men have been actively engaged in
organizing their foeces foe several
days. The temperance people have
made arrangements to bring the
most noted temperance orators' in
the country to Owensboro during the
text few weeks. There is a large
negro vote in Owensboro and two
I nc-aro orators will •be sent here forthe purpose of addressing them.
It is stated that in thirty-two con-
tests held in Kentucky that the ne-
gro vote has decided the election in
each case. The temperance people
controlled the negro vote in thirty-
one elections and were victorious in
each and lost the county where they
fai!ed to get the negro vote.
BULL ROUTS PRIZE FIGHTER.
Firft Snort Makes Jim Flynn, Heavy
  Weight, Dash for, Exits.
Juana, Mexico, March 19.—Jim
Flynn, heavy-weight fighter, is not
a success as a bull fighter. Today
at the local arena be ran so fast
when the bull looked fiercely at him
that he can qualify as a sprinter.
Flynn and Manager A. G. Rubio, of
the bull fight, posed on a pedestal
in the arena's center at the second
fight. When the bull entered with
a snort nynn paled, hopped oft the
pedestal and rushed behind the
safety blind. Rubio walked leisurely
away. The blind was in such a posi-
tion that Flynn coula not reach the
arena exit, so he made another sprint
for the next -blind. Then he climbed
the- arena fence, breathing easier





and frankly, in strictest confidence, -telling all your
troubles, and mating your age. we will send you
FRIE ADVICIL, in plain sealed envelope, and a
uabie 64-page book on "Home Treatment for Women."
Address: Ladies' Advisory Department, The







Can See No Good Come From
Meeting With President Roose-
velt.
I.os Angelc.. Cal.. March tei—E
P. Ripley, president of the Santa Fe
ss stem, declares that President
Roosevelt started a brush fire which
developed into a conflagration in
Wall street..
Mr. Ripley is not hopeful that a
confeeence of railroad presidents
--itch as was proposed by J. Pierpont
Morgan will be productive of tangi-
ble results. Mr. Ripley waa seen at
his winter home in Santa 'Barbara
this morning and, while his ideas are
looked upon as rather pi-ammo-tic,
his utterances will make a profound
impression on people of the Pacific
coast.
Brush Fire; Now Conflagration.
Speaking of recent Wall •treet con
ditions, Mr. Ripley said:
"I can see no good to canie from
a meeting with President Roosevelt
such as has been proposed by J. P.
Morgan if the press dispatches on
the stibject are correct. The presi-
dent must be held responsible for
having started a brush fire that now
apparently has become a conflastra-
Lon. and while I always have telt
his motives to be of the best to me
-t appears to be too late 10 stop the
tire that no wis pretty nearly burned
out." dvssig
Hurry Due to Hostility.
'Regarding apparent public hostil-
ity to lailroad corporations there is
no doubt to this feeling alone must
be charged up the *flurry in the New
York financial 'district and. while I
iiave no desire to pose at a peaimist
ao far as the Santa Fe is concerned.
we are prepared to draw in Work
of importance, however, mulct wait
until such time as money conditions
are more propitious.
"As one of the results of the hos-
tile spirit existing in state legisla-
ture' we have stopped all proposed
extensions in Kansas and Oklahoma
and we shall order no new equip-
ment or improvements anywhere
until the present atmosphere is con-
siderably clearer. •
Believes Roosevelt Honest.
"As I already have stated. have
never doubted the good intentions
r,f Theodore Roosevelt. Although
impulsive at times, he always mea,as
well, and while he at tiinea says
things that he regrets later, his
views usually are expressed with a
good purpose.
"And while Mr. Morgan's auggea-
(ism for a meeting of railway men
of responsibility and experience with
Mr. Roosevelt can do no harm. T fail
to see where midi a conference can
be productive of tangible good. T-Tow-
ever, personally, I have not been
(unsuited on the subject."
FORMER G. 0. P. LEADER







Terre Haute, Ind.. March to.—
Willis Clinton and Abratn Long. of
Paris, Ill., the,, former a lawyer and
once chairman of the Edgar county
Republican committee, were arrest-
ed on an indictment charging con-
apkaey to defraud. William Taylor
pleaded guilty to forging the name
of A'. M. Gough to• $10,000 worth of
notes and implicated Clinton and
Long, who brought suit to collect
S and so Au dolga *ga is A. • i'ouigh.
•
The Dark Side
of a woman's life is seldom seen by anyone but herself. What
agonies, what misery, what fits of melancholy and the blues, the poor,
miserable sufferers from female disease.have to endure, one month
after another! What wonder so many thousands of women cannot
truthfully say that they are happy! Are you? Happiness cannot be
called complete without health, and health is best obtained by
Wa" CARD Woman'sRelief
which has made many thousands happy In restored health and strength. "The doctors
said I had nervous prostration, but gave me no relief," writes Lizzie Matthews, of Mt
Vernon, Ga. "I was sick for nine years I could hardly eat and could not sleep. My
back and hipsoached, I was very irregular and would bave to stay In bed two or three
days. I have used 3 bottles of Cardui, and now I can say that my health is better than
for the past ntne years." Cardul relieves pain, regulates fitful functions, strengthens
your weakest organs, makes you well and HAPPY. Try it.
At Every Drug Store in $1.00 Bottles
STOP DRINKING
ON TRAINS
RAILROAD ASKS NEW HAMP-
SHIRE LEGISLATURE TO
PASS NEW LAW.
Penalty to Be Placed on Drinking
While En Route Through
the State.
Concord, N. H., March to—Prohi-
bition New Hampshire is to place a
penalty on the drinking of liquors
within her borders and thirsty trav-
elers may be detained at way stations
while they are arraigned and tined
for drinking on railroad trains.
The Boston & Maine railroad,
which carries all the drunken men
home after their periodical visits to
Boaton and other rum selling towns
of Massachusetts. and which has the
largest legislative influence in all of
New England, has ordered the pass-
age of a bill fixing a penalty for deirtk-
ing malt and apirittioua liquors on
rado, ml trains in this state
Governor Will Sign Bill.
The bill has been put through all
the early stages and will probably go
to the governor this week for his sig-
nature. He is certain to approve it
For three months the railroad of-
ficials have endeavored to put a stop
to the practice of drinking from pock-
et flaalca on the trains and the brake-
men have on every occasion loudly
proclaimed to bibulous passenger*
who had a bottle at their lips that
"drinking is not allowed on this
train " 1.1.16
None to Test Law.
With the passage of the proposed
law and it enforcement, which is
promised by the railroad officials, it
is not thought there will be any train
drinker who will care to go to the ex-
Pence of testing the constitutionality
of the measure.
JEWS MASSACRED BY SCORES
IN ROUMANIA,
Reports of Terrible 'Murders Receiv-
ed in New York From the
Gypsy Country.
New York, March to.—A cable
dispatch received last night by the
Jewish lKorsing Journal of this city,
reporting that terrible masacrea
have occurred at Podihilo. Roumania,
has caused consternation among the
Roumanian Jewsi in New York They
fear another Kishineff affair, in which
so many Russian Jews perished. Pod-
ihilo, strangely enough, is only about
thirty miles from. Kishineff, which is
in Bessarabia, across the Russian
frontier.
All the Roumanian societies in New
York have been notified to attend a
mass-meeting tonight at the Manhat-
tan Lyceums in the heart of the East
Side Ghetto. The best measures that
can be taken to aid the afflicted at
Podihilo are to be discussed and de-
cided upon.
A cablegram received here an-
nouncing the massacre was signed,
according to the recipients, by three
leading merchants of Podhilo, and is
as follows:
"Terrible massacre since last Thurs-
day. Town totally destroyed. All
the "Jewfish population are ruined- and
houses pillaged. We ask help." .
TWO DISFRANCHISED
FOR DRUNKENNESS.
Severe Penalty for Intoxication**
Given Deefndants in Indiana.
Jeffersonville, Ind., March to.—
Judge H. C. Poindexter-died a field
day in court this -morning, and as a
result of his work two well-known




HAS COME TO STAY
Why? It's up-to-date construction and the scientific principle up011
which it is built gives it STRENGTH, DURASIIILITY
NESS OF DRAFT, which when once tried gains for it friends and
patrons. For sale, both one and two-horse sizes, by
Bonds abp Powell











































Now is tlx Cime to Buy
Wall paper
We have the largest line of up-to-date wall paper •






or ,Tour picture frames
315 BROFIDICHT
GLOBE BANK tr TRUST CO.
$100,000
 $34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention givento business intrusted to us.
G. W. ROBERTSON, Prest N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.v,,
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phones, No: Boo.
Brown and Josepli Ryan, tietter
known as '`Senator," both old offend-
ers, will not have the privilege of
voting for five years. They were
charged- with intoxication. Tile pen-
T 
allies assessed were $5 fine, five daysom 
in jail, and five years.' diafranchise-
agent each. Chas. Wilson was, fined
$r and costs for intoxication and Nai4
his fine. Eugene Dunman paid g
fine of $r and costs for intoxicapSW.and Phibp Lempley of LouieviW.

























These are LED GUM COUGH SYRUP, it cure when others
fail, and BLEW'S STOMACH TABLETS, the cure for indi-
gestion. Both conform to Uncle Sam's Pure Food & Drug Act
Makes Two Special Remedies
WHICH ALE DISPENSED ,UPON ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE WHEREVER SOLD
SOLD IN




thUBOIS & SONS GAVE THE W HISKY AWAY, DRUGGIST J
. P.
SLEETH SOLD IT ON PRESCRIPTION, WHILE DRUOGIST
BALOWE SWORE NEGROES WERE NOT J.N HIS PLACE AT
ALL—IDA SCOTT, COLORED, DISMISSED OF CHARGE OF
ROBBING "FRIDDLE" YOPP' HOUSE—LUTHER SPRATT TO
ANSWER FOR PASSING COUNTERFEIT MONEY.
4 ..rrhe Warrants againsta.J.)ubuis &
eons company, James P. Sleeth and
!Roy Ballowe were all dismissed by
Judge Cross in the police court yes-
"I y morning, the three druggists
0 lug charged with selling whis
ky on
Sunday last.
I En the case of DuBois, who 
owns
. tbe retail drug store at Third 
and
packs n streets, the evidence show-
tal that they did not sell any 
liquor,
List that they gave it away to the
!extent of one drink to a certain per-
on.
As regards Druggist James P.
Sleeth of Ninth and Broadway, the
tuidencr showed he did sell a 
pint
of whisky to Romey Dawson and
Will 1 I ornbeak, but the darkies
Erought a prescription, signed by Dr.
itiorace Rivers, stating that the whis-
%y was for medicinal purposes.
t 'Druggist Roy Ballowe of Tenth
Intl Broadway swore that these ne-
erces nvre not at 'his place of busi-
',less Sunday. and therefore could
y VIM base bought the booze there.
IThe tw.. negroes sowre that after
they got the liquor from the Sleeth
fliata they went in the north end of
town and each gave Homer William.
twenty-five cents, telling him to get
them a pint of whisky, which Will-
iams did They do not know where
be bought it. They drank the liquor
and then swore that in the afternoon
they bought it from Mr. Ballow, at
!Tenth and Broadway. but Dr. Bal-
Rowe stated on the stand that he was
at kis place of business from early
Morning to late at night, and most
kositively the darkies were not in
titre. The negroes swore them-
Delves they did not know., who sold
We article to them.
t On this evidence the judge thenabli•ii.ed all three of the warrants.
t itintil today was postponed the war-
t tint charging Mike Wade with us-
ing, insulting language towards an-
other
I Will latcas was given a postpone-





;41/ special train leaves Paducah at
lizoo a. m.„, arrives St. Louis 220 p.
....411 11•
I Tickets good returning on all trains
op to and including Monday, March
55th, 7907. No baggage will be
ducked on these tickets, nor will
Witty be good on sleeping cars.
r ror further particulars, apply to,
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent
City Ticket Office





vat Real Estate Agency
• *Iligaucah Real Estate. Western Ken.
Ittpky Farms.. Buy Monthly Pay-
NNW Lots for Investment. Western
Illreatucky Real Estate Journal and
JPglee List Free to Everybody. Send
Irog it Office Fraternity Building.
trDGAR W. WHITTEMORE, Padu-
64
s
The idea of producing by artificial
means the various descriptions of
stone used in building has long been
the dream of the inventor, and the
problem has in the past been ap-
proached from many different direc-
tions From an article in the Lon-
don Time' on the new tiae for blast-
furnace slag, the following is taken:
Under processes recently patented
a remarkable step in advance in the
manufacturing of stone-like sub-
stances has been achieved. The itt-
ventor has succeeded in what ia lit-
tle short of a reconstruction of many
well-known qualifies of building
stone By a slight modification of
his processes he produces all kinds
of marfile, and one of his chief suc-
cesaea has been in the manufacture
of lithographic stone, which has
been pronounced by experts to sur-
pass some of the best samples of the
natural material.
In using shag for the production of
an artificial stone it is broken tip in
a stone breaker and with crushing
jaws of the natial type. and is ground
to poivder in a disintegrator. The
powdered slag is then mixed with
quicklime, seven parts of slag being
used to one of lime, and the sub-
stances are then thoroughly amalga-
mated in a revolving mixer arid sub-
sequently "pugged" with an excess of
water to form a pasty mass of creamy
consistency. Thu is ststajectled to
very heavy pressure in metal Molds,
squeezing out nearly all the water,
and formed into blocks of the con-
sistency of chalk or stiff marl. After
the blocks are quite dry they are
placed in stout iron cylinders from
which the air is exhausted, and when
a complete vacuum is obtained car-
bonic acid gas is introduced and is
allowed to permeate the stone for a
period of three days. By this treat-
ment the hydrate of lime becomes re-
conduct charge against him.
The breach of the peace warrant
against Floyd Harris was dismissed.
Ida Scott, colored, was dismissed
of the charge of breaking into "Fria-
die" Yopp's home on West Kentucky
avenue and stealing some clothing
and other articles.
I.uther Spratt, colored, waived a
preliminary examination and was held
to the circuit court grand jury on
the charge of passing a counterfeit
dollar at the Arthur Jones fruit stand
on South Second street He gave the
dollar to the little girl in the store
and received ninety-five cents in
change
George Brown was given a contin-
uance until today of the breach of
peace charge against him




Ile was very attentive to me,
It may be supposed me a winner,
And he thought he would get a good
fee
If he hurried along with my dinner.
So he didn't compel me to wait, ,
And he smiled—it was quite un-
expected—
As he carefully dusted my plate,
Which is something that's /often
neglected.
His observance left nothing to wish;
There was nothing that man didn't
thinla of.
lie had sauces for every dish
And abundance of water to drink
of.
I was never more carefully fed;
Not an order I needed to utter
When I wanted more crackers or
bread,
And he brought me two helpings
cf butter.
Then he came with a smile to my
beck.,
With a bow on the table he laid it;
But I saw when I glanced at that
check
I would have nothing left when I'd
paid it.
For the horses on which I had bet
All arrived in hindermost places,
lint my waiter I did not forget,
I just gave him a tip on the races
Liquor Craffic as a Crime
The true status of the liquor traf-
fic in Is relation to law is one of the
most important questions now before
the public. At to the character of the
Traffic itself, it it doubtless the most
prolific source of evil in the world.
It is the most bald-faced, deliberate
and diobolically criminal. This is
how it has ben described by some of
the great men of history:
Wesley—"The sum of villainies."
Gladatone—"It is worse than war,
pestilence and famine combined'
Senator Lot M Morrill —"The
crime of crimes*
Charles Buxton (member of tarlia-
mentls--"The parent of crimes."
Adam Clark—"The devil's way in
the man and the man's way to the
Robert Hall—"Liquid fire and dis-
tilled damnation "
Southey—The mother of sins."
II. IN Reecher---"A greatir de-
stroying force than all other phpaical
evils combined."
Lord illeougham—"The mother of
want and the curse of crime."
Justice Grier (United States Su-
preme Court) —"The appalling source
, of misery, pauperism and crime"
Lord Chief Justice Coleridge—"The
principal cause of crime."
Justice Fitzgerald — "The crime
leading to all other crimes"
i judge Allison—"The source of
three-fourths of the crime committed
Of course, consequently, the source
of three fourths of our criminal ex-
penses in the country and consequent
taxes."
Now. it mast be admitted that the
only thing to do with a criminal evil
is to prohibit to punish and to abol-
ish. No crime or evil can be made
right by permitting it.
Thete is a false impression abroad
that to allow license, to vote for an
evil. especially the liquor traffic.
make' it legal and even right if
that i• true in one case, it must be
true in every case, and all that is
needed to establish any evil under the
aim is to vote for it.
But voting for any evil never makes
it kgnorl, right or legal. If simply
make' the voter wrong, evil and
criminal aa surely: a. the perpetrator
—O. V. Den, in Chicago Record-
Herald. •
Marble from ?Baste Material
carbonated and serves to bind the
mass into a substance as hard a•
rock.
NEW MINING COMPANY
Being Organized to Develop Other
Clay Lands at Clay Switch.
The Cooley Ball di Sagger ClaSy
company is the name of s new min-
ing company that is beidg organized
for the purpose of developing other
lands at Clay Switch, where the fain--
MI5 clay ic said to exist in immense
quantities.
Mrs. Matti(' Cooley and J. NT
Cooley own several hundred acres of
land just west of the land owned by
the Kentucky Construction and Im-
provement company. nad W. N. Jef-
frey. who was formerly a stock-hold-
er the othler company, has pur-
cliaced a half interest in the Cooley
land. 'An entirely new stocic com-
pany is to be formed and it is ru-
mored that outside capitalists will in-
vest and be associated with them in
this new concern.
The land lies along the Illinois
Central railroad and is .said' to be
very valuable property, and the object
is to soon have in operation one of
the largest clay mines in this section
of the country.
J. N1. Cooley. who far a number of
years was manager of the old mines,
is an experienced man in the badness
and the company will tie under his
management. Mr. Jeffrey by his as-
socion in that line has.gained con-
siderable information and. will he a
valuable man. The Jeffrey Construc-
tion ,company will soon begin the
world of excavating the mines and
getting evrything in shape for ope-






Father Finds Bleeding Form in the
Midst of Coins—Side of Head
Crushed In.
Evansville, Ind., March lg.—Miss
Josie Gray was assaulted sometime
about midnight Saturday and locked
in a big safe, by burglars. She is in
a serious condition and may die.
Miss Gray is head bookkeeper at
the R. * G. furniture store on Main
street, one of the largest stores in the
city. She was behind with her work
and remained at the store until a late
hour Saturday night working on her
books. Sonic time about midnight
burglars entered the store and seeing
her at the desk assaulted 'her and
beat her into insensibility. They
then opened the safe, and after se-
curing over $500 in cash, picked up
the helpless and unconscious form of
the woman and locked her in the safe
The woman was then more dead than
alive
The father of the girl, who is a re-
tired Methodist Episcopal minister,
residing, on Upper Eighth street,
near midnight became *easy !bet-
cause the girl had not returned home
and went to the police station to ask
that an investigation be made. Capt
Christian Hem and Detective John
Ifeeaer went at once to the furniture
store and found small coins scattered
about over the floor in the rear of
the building and heard groans com-
ing from the direction of the big
safe.
,Upon opening the safe the officers
found Miss Gray unconscious and
bleeding from several wounds on the
head. One side of her 'head was
badly crushed and a large gash was
cut under her jaw and her teetch had
been knocked out. Physicians were
hurriedly summoned and the young
woman was removed to St. Mary's
hospital, where it was stated her con-
dition, was serious, it is feared 'her
skull is crushed and in this case there
is little chance for her recovery.
A' woman, dressed in man's clothes
and giving her name as Blanche
Jones and her home as England, was
arrested here today. While the po-
lice do not connect her with the as-
sault on Miss Josie Gray, they are
holding her pending an investiga-
tion.
LAYS ILL HEALTH TO SALT.
Physician Advises Against Excessive
Use of Salines at Meals.
Chicago, March 19.—Cut out exces-
sive use of table salt during your
meals if you would live long and be
happy. Salt increases concentration
of the blood and carries the water in
the vital fluid back and thin tears up
the tissues.
Dr. Ralph W Webster said this At
a meeting yesterday of the Chicago
society of Anthropology in Corinth-
ian hall in the Masonic temple. The
physician spoke upon "Diet in
Health and Disease."
Dr. Webster said that obesity may
be produced from several causes, but
fats would surely reduge from per-
sistent use of sugar foods.
"First have an appetite for whole-
scRhe food and then eat reasonably,"
advised the lecturer. "The excessive
meat eater has a jaded apptite."
MAY KILL NEW POSTMASTER
Feudists Threaten Recently Appoint-
ed Official in Indiana Town.
Laporte, Ind., March 19.—If Vir-
gil A. Geiger, editor of the Churn-
busco Truth, takes charge of the
postoffice at his town, of which he
has just been appointed potmaster,
it w:Il be at the risk of losing his life.
Threatening !eters of all sorts have
been scnt to him. his barn was
burned rince his appointment, and
his relatives hats! suffered also and
been w toted that Geiger would he
killed withia six weeks of his takIng
office. The community is stirred up
over the fsul. Geiger's elemies are
not knav,a, though t::s r identity is
# uspected. The threatening letters
are in different handwritings.
Information of Value.
Chief Constable—What do yon
want ro see the prisoner for?
"I want to ask hint how .he man-
aged to get into the house and. go
iup the stairs without waking tnywife." — '
Matta, Efinger Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.




OFFICE 306 B'WY PHONE 385
ACCIDENT INSWING
Abram L Well &
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance CO.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST IN WORLD
Office Phone 369: Both Residence: 72f
CAMIltil RUN
FOR SALE!
A brand new home, just completed, front porch with large col-
umn, back porch lattcied in. Reception Hall, Parlor, Large Bed
Room, Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in Bed Room, One
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water. Located on
lot aoxi6o feet.
itititlEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORAT1LD.
See' L. D. Sanders, Office 218 South Sixth. Phone 765.
American-German
National Bank
Capital . . . . . .
Surplus and Undi-











W. F. Bradshaw, J. A. Bauer, Louis F. Kolb,g,H.
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good health and this com-
bined with modern sanitary
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of your house. IStaadard• Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their (tan.
If you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us show you samples of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small or how large your job.
E. D:HANNAN.
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Entered at the Postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter
One Year 115-00
Six Months  2.50
Three Months  1.25
One week . so
Anyone failing to receive this paper.
regularly should report the matter to
The Register Office at once. Tele.
phone Cumberland sr&
Wednesday, March 20, 1907.
Curing the Evil.
The Chicago Chronicle comes for-
ward with a most sensible suggestion
towards eliminating the "fast flyers"
in train service and, that is for the
public to refuse to 3,itle on trains
that travel at dankerous rate of speed.
Whenever it fails to pay to run the
"flyers" the officials will 'quieldy
abandon them. The Chronicle says:'
"Much commendation is expressed
in some quarters of the .action of
more than half a hundred citizens of
Chicago who are said to travel ire-
quentl between Chicago and New
York on the famous eighteen-hour
trains in petitioning the managers of'
the roads to cease running those
trains or lengthening their time to
twenty hour It would take • very
complex and nice cakulation to de-
termine how muck this woold reduce
liability to accident. That is a prob-
km for railway operators, of course.
but it is fair to assume that they
did not think they had very seriously*:
increased shat liabiity *when they:
shortened the time from twenty hour*'
to eighteen.
"There is a more effectual way for
these gentlemen to persuade railway
officials than to petition them. and
that is to cease being passengers by
this train. The railway companiess
put these trains in operation because
convinced that there was a public de-
mand for them. If these well-mean-
ing men go on traveling by those
trains they negative their signatures
In the petition. If they promptly
sef,p traveling on them very likely no
petition Mould be needed. The ex-
penses of operating such trains are
aery great, the money losses alone
from casualty while maintaining the
necessary speed are sure to be ap-
palling. The railways do not main -
tam them for pleasure, and if patron-
age fall.: off materially they will find
a way to drop them.
'If after all who, like these petis
tioners, think this speed too, high
have ceased to ride on these :flyers
there .411 remain enough rash people
who Wal ride on them to make them
pay probably they will continue to be
operated, but that need not forte
anybody who disapproves the speed
to use them. There are 'tither trains
in iipenty else speed of which does not
vat,- script:41y iron) thc twenty hours
asked for by these petitioners. Why
not simply stop patronizing the
eighteen-hour trains and take the
next grade in speed? -Are not fge
eighteen-hour people entitled to their
traid if there are enough of them to
pay? Many a man drives a horse
uhifh the vast majority of people
would not dare to trust. but the ma-
jority do not insist that he shall kill
the horse or even stop driving him.
"Moreover, -nch a petition seems
to be grourwled on the theory that
ratlwaye should not operate trains
'ave -wit4iin-Salon-1i limits of safety,"
as -the phrase is, and narrows the
vnatter down to fixing those limits as
regard' Chicago and New York
eornewhese between eighteen and
twetnyttpours. Is the-re any real justi-
ificattell for figuring 6thart problem as
clam*: as that? It seems only yes-
terday Ithet a tWenty-fonr-hour train
Weas a marvel of whose frightful
speed -most or es did not care to
take the risk." '
Judge Poindexter. of Jeffersem-s
✓ire. Ind.. has a unimee method of
perishing drunkards. i. . by dis-
franchisement_ He fined two old
soaks yesterday $5, five days in jail
sand prohibited them from voting for
Ave years. That seems a good idea.
'An habitual drunkard is in no con-
e dftion to vote, and generally his vote
can be purchased 'for a drink or two
Other judges might take a hint from
the Jeffersonville judge, even if they
should lose a few votes from the in,
ebria tic.
At the close of the, Thaw trial
Monday, Drsgtric• Attorney Jeromei
announced: "The people rest." The
people want a rest, as the trial is
getting so be a chestnut. The news-
papers, with finger on the public --
pulse, have changed the reports
from the first; to the inside or last
page.
A writer in the Cbicago Record-
Herald very truthfully says: "The
state tir nation that would legalize
anything which would desecrate. the
Sabbath day takca a step backwar4
tcward heathenism, and does an un-
tOli injury to posterity, as well as
to the common cause if chnstianity."
If we can't have the pleasure of
"rubbering,.' at tilik little Wasp, we
can console ourekives that the gun-
boat Paducah is looking after .4aineri-
can interests in the opera sbotkfe war
in Central America:
There is one good feature about•*rEsperanto," the new and proposed
universal language, and that is that
it has a less gaggingesound than the
other proposed world's language,
"Volapuk."
LAWYER PARTNERSHIP.
0. C. Luber and Miller Nelson
Form Partnership at Smith.
land.
Attorneys this er C. Lasher and
Miller C. Nelson, of Smithland,,have
formed a partnership to do a general
practice of law in Livingslon county.
They have opened -an office in the
court house at Smithland. and both
be;ng bright and progressive young
men of high stnading, predictions
are for an excellent and lucartive
patronage by them.
Mr. Laster continues running the
Smithland newspaper of which lie is
proprietor and editor.'
SOCIAL FEATURES,
Newell Society Gives Easter Tea
March _3o—Other Diversions.
The Newel/ society of the Broad-
way Methodist church will give an
Faster Tea March - .to at the hone
of Mrs. John W. Little. of Foul,-
tee nth and Jefferson.
411.••••••
Seats are being rapidly sold for
'he reading this evening at The
Kentucky by Professor S H. Clark,
of Chicago, who appears under au-
etiocee 1)f the Woman's club..
The Matinee Musical club leas post
eoned until tomorrow the weekly
meeting announced for this afternoon
at the Grace church parish house.
The programme arranged for today




Expert Tells How Explosion in
Battle Ship lena Was Started.
• "Foulon, March 9.--M. Naudin, the
wireless telegraph expert. halo ad-
vanced a new theory regardipg thetause of the disaster to the battleship
'Jena. whose afterpart was destroyed
by the' explosion of •a magazThe
March ea, resulting in considerableloss of life, He says that at the timeof the explosion it. was noted that
powerful wireless currents were pass-
ing•an;l. he believes that- the vessel's
isolation in the dry dock 'here re-
sulted in the accumulation of secon-dary Hertzian waves in the "B" pow-
der. magazine from the ship's wire-less apparatus and that an outside
current communicated a high-tension
spark.
SPOTTED FEVER.
One-Third of Castalia's Population
Have Fled From the Disease.
Castalia, 0.. March 19.-11..ocal phy
sicians met with a member of the
Chapman state board of health to-day to consider the advisability ofclosing the. schools on accoimt of therpotted fevet and plans were madeto prevent the alrrning spread of theplague.
Charles Hacker's two children.whowere attacked Sunday, are not ex-pected to live. There have been anumber of deaths.
Castalia has a population of aboutaoo and it is estimated that fullyone-third of the inhabitants' have leftthe town.
CANNED PEACHES CAUSE
DEATH OF TWO BOYSRichmond, Va., March tg.—As aresult of ptomaine poisoning caused.by eating canned peaches. Melvin
It-es, aged thirteen, and Leonard Lee)Ives. aged seven, sons of Mr. and
Mrs. W. W. Ives. of Hampton, Va..are dead and their mother ic tonightbelieved to be dying. The motherand boys were stricken last Wednes-day. Leonard died 'yesterday andand !ileitis 'today.
--Rev. J. R. Henry. of the Ken-
tucky avenue Presbyterian church,
delivered an exoellent address to the
high school children yesterday morn-
ing, it being their opening exercises.'
His theme ' ctealt , with self-reepect,honesty and reverence. a vicibre im-
pression being made on the Appre-
ciative scholars. -N., k
PREPARING FOR
RESUMPTION OF
(Continued from Age One.)-
decide what the $33,000 strect de-
partment appropriation is to be used
'fur in detail, ,so it can be knows
%%hat improvements can be calcu-
lated on without laying tlie city
liable to danger of a big It. iicit at
the end of this year, as the icpubli-
can boards left over last year be-
cause they did not --sictok into the
future, but went ahead with reckless
expenditures, giving no considera-
tion to the amount allowed the dii-
ferent departments.
-There was included i e min-
'At* of this session notati of the
soeeial eession held March 15 by the
board at Secretary J. Q. Taylor's
office on Broadway. and .at which
time the board renewed the policy
the city has in an intlenigaty tom-
play,' this company agreeing to in-
demnify the municipality to he ex-
tent of $3.o00 if any citizen r elec-
tric light attache is killed by the
city's electric M ire's, while the total
ameunt of indemnity in aii cases
shall not exceed $10,000 for citizens
killed, and $icsoola for dcatb.of power
house attaches by accident.. ltebont
& Smith get the policy i-r $250
premium, this being quite a saving
to the city, as compared to the
premium Ilummel et Hummel charg-
ed the municipality on the policy last
year. Itebout & Smith making a
lower charge the policy sw taken
away from Hummel & Iftininicl this
year by President Wilhelm, at di-
rection of the board.
President Wilhelm ten da, ago
gave the gas company permission to
dig up the concrete pavemcst and
brick street fronting Clark's !sundry
on lower Broadway to Is 5001e
ipe . This permission was .stified
by the board.
Between meetings of the board
the president is allowed to act for all
Inc members in public matter- coni-
ng under his jurisdiction ha giving
orders, etc...but his actions Are all
saheet to ratification or rejection by
the other members at the ensuing
meeting when he reports about theeiff erent matters 01 W hich ht. exer-
cised the privilege
March it the president authorized
the private lighting company to ptit
an electric light in front of the mov-
ing picture show on firoadt%.iy be-
tween rourth and Filth, and the
hoard ratified this.
March R he notified City Ungineer
Washington to employ -au inspector
to .see, on behalf of -the c:ty. that
Contractor Ed Terrell properly re-
paired the bad places in the brick
streets clown in the city. The in-
spector Was employed and action
ratified.
Captain W. II. Patterson informed
the members that when the concrete
pavements was laid in front of his
home on Jefferson street Strret In-
spector Elliott let the strain dpaet-
ment men carry away th Soo brick
taken in Oaring up the old brick
sidewalk to make room for the con-
erete ones. The inspector
&red to return the brick.
The street inspector was rinpow-.
cred to sell 'Sheriff John
Vine curbing for $2.5o.
Dr. Bass was allowed to Ilse the
c:ry wimp for our day for St.
a a,. or-
Ogilvie
RICHARD CROKER IS ILL
Former Tammany Boss is Confined
to His Bed.
Dublin. March to.—Richard Croker
who returned from Monte Carlo
about ten days ago, is lying ill at his
residence yar this city. 'Mr. Croker
is suffering from a chill of the kid-
neys and for the last week has been
unable 'to leave his bed Last even-
ing, however, he was up for a short
time. His medical advisers state
that he is now on the way to re-
covery.
ENGINE EXPLODES.
Foreman's Body Driven Through
Roof of Cab—Two Others
Badly Hurt.
Cincinnati. 0.. March 19.—A Cin
cinnate Hamilton & Dayton switch
eneine exploded this morning just as
it was pulling out of the yards
Flank Burton. foreman of the switch
ing crew, was fatally injuied. Engi-
neer Morgan and Fireman Griffith
were badly hurt. The cab where the
men were riding was completely




Calvalry Baptist Fongregasion Lose
Their House of Worship.
Lexington, Ky., March 19.—Calva-
ry Baptist cherech. built lastsy.ear at
a Cost of $5o,000, was destroyed by
fire Y...sterday with all its contents.
The Rest. E. P. Hines, the pastor.
was fdrmerly of Richmond and
Lynchburg, Va
—The Order of Eastern Starmeets





CHARGED WITH FAILING TO,
CLEAN UP THE REAR
PREMISES.
MERCHANTS ENGAGED
IN A FIST FIGHT
EDGAR HAMILTON DID NOT
KEEP HS cow TIGHTLY
PENNED UP.
L. W. Spier Out Seventy of His
Hard Earned Dollars—Much
Counterfeit Money.
The Paducah Pottery of North
Seventh near Trimble street was
warranted aesterclay on the charge of
maintaining a nuisance in the nature
of unhealthy accummulatiou around
die water closet in , the rear yard
The charge was lodged by John
Moller, the sanitary. inspector for the
board of health, who had ordered the
place cleaned up. but this not being
done, the warrant is gotten out.
Fels* Swearing Wlarrant.
Emma Turner, colored, was war-
ranted yesterday and arrested on the
charge of swerng falsely in the case
wherein Floy Harris, colored, was
charged with a breach of the peace
She got out a warrant against Hattie,
her sweetheart. anti charged that he
whipped her. She swore this on the
witness stand, but other evidence
showing he did mat strike tier, Judge
Cross warranted the woman on- the
charge of false swearing.
Indulged in Scrap.
Edward Boiwers, the South Second
sweet commiseson man. and Robert
Torian. a marketer, yesterday eii-
gaged in a fight clown about Second
street and were both arrested on a
breach of the peace charge.
Cow At Large.
Ettgar Hamilton, the Broadway
furniture dealer, was warranted yes-
terday on the chargo of letting his
cow run at large oker the public
streets. The animal was taken tip Is)
lLyciirgus Rice, the official soick
catcher for she city
Returns This Evening,
Officer James yrtqW1.111 Will return
tonight *oin I. xingtou where he
took to the state refoena school Isaac
Jaclusdn. the colored boy sent to that
inaftutiou for three years for steal-
ing braises and other material from
the Jack Coulson establishment on
North Third street.
Out His Seventy.
Chief Clerk, L. W' Spier. esf the T.
C yard office, notified the police yes-
terday that he had lost his purse con-
taining $74 Ile thought he was put-
ting ;t in the inside pocket of his
coat, but must have -lipped it be-
tween his vest and shirt bosom. a. it
is gone
Counterfeit Money.
Deputy Nfarchal Wade Ftronwn for
the goternmEnt service is working
on the mat where qu•te a-number elf
ironaterfeit coins have been passed
within the past week here Last
Saturday Butcher Henry Beyer on
the market turned down about eigte
teen counterfeit coin' offerred him.
while Butcher Saltzgiver ran aFross
Many. A bad dollar was passed on
Garner Broa., the furniture men.
"hike spurious money is being turned
up in many places and indications are
sonvehody around here is minting it.




Patrolman Sam Howell killed a
mad dog that hid under the house at
tat() Broad street yesterday mow-






ONLY TWELVE MORE SHOPPING DAYS BEFORE
EASTER
1 
AS FAR BACK AS MAY AND JUNE (ALMOST A YEAR AGO)WE ;BEGAN BUYING GOODS FOR THIS SPRING'S BUSINESS.HAD WE WAITED UNTIL THE USUAL TIME FOR BUYINGWE WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO SHOW THE EXCELLENT'ASORTMENT OF GOOD VALUES THAT WE DO. 'WE ARE SHOWING MOST ELEGANT LINES OF MERCHAN.DISE AND WANT YOU TO COME AND SEE. .2 •
Says Purchased Lawmakers Defeated
Anti-Saloon League's Bill.
Chicago,' March 19 —Direct charges
that some of the members of the
state legislature were bought and that
some of the others acted under undue
influence in voting against the fecal
option bill were made by the Rev.
Melbourne P. Boynton last night in
his addreSs. at .the Lexington avenue
Baptist -hurch. His subject was
"Forc;ng the Saloon cn the, People,"
and he declared that th.s course had




New York, _ifarch to.—Th'h New
Jersey assembly, in session at Tren-
ton, N. J., last night adopted a reso-
lution congratulating Grover Cleve-
land. "the only living ex-president of
the United States, and the leading'
citizen of the republic." ort the ae-
cessiOn of,his s,eventieth birthday.
DRESS GOODS
A SWELL LINE OF YARD WIDE NOVELTY SUITING IN ALL;SORTS OF COMBINATIONS AT 413C,
AT FIFTY CENTS WE OFFER YARD WIDE CHIFFON PANA:.MA IN GREY; TAN, GREY AND FANCY COVERT; SHEP-HERD'S CHECKS IN BLUE, BROWN AND BLACK; BLOCK*CHECKS IN TAN, DEI.F BLUE, GREY; GREEN AND BROWNPLAID, TAN AND BROWN PLAID, TAN AND WHITE PLAID. INOVELTY SUITINGS IN A BIG RANGE OF COLORS AT 754gee, ;Lao, Si.a5 AND $1.48.
11,
EASTER SHIRT WAISTS
NEW LOTS OF WHITE SHIRT WAISTS ARE COMINGEVERY WEEK. SOME NEW STYLES JUST IM AT goc, 89c, Stale,$1.25. Silo. It.75. %V. $2.41, AND $141-THE VALUE OF THESE SHIRTS WAISTS WIXL APPEIIATTO YOU AS BEING THE VERY BEST YOU HAVAlEVER SEEN,
EASTER HOSIERY
LADIES' WHITE AND BLACK LACE HOSE Al:I'ERY FINNVALUE. 25C.
LADIES' IMPORTED LACE HOSE IN BLACK. WHITE, PINE,BLUE AND GREY AT 4C.
LADIES' PLAIN BLACK GAUZE HOSE asC, 35t., 411C AND soC.SPECIAL LOT MISSES FINE RIBBED HOSE AT isC.SPECIAL IN BOYS MEDIUM HEAVY HOSE 15C.
KID AND FABRIC GLOVES
SPECIAL VALUES IN LADIES LONG LISLE THREAD • •GLOVES AT 75C. TAFFETA SILK GLOVES Al' ØC AND PURESILK GLOVES Seas. AND head FOR THE HEAVY QUALITIFolALL THESE ARE LONG.
LADIES' 8 BUTTON LENGTH KID GLOVES IW BLACK, TANAND WHITE AT $z.75. 
•to BUTTON- LENGTH KID GLOVES, TAN ONLY, St 7s. I"la AND 16 BUTTON LENGTH GLOVES AT $LOE. "'
PURCELIIIHOMPSON
407 BROADWAY PADUCAH. KY.
tommat***•••••••••••••••IsHooTs FATHER• ••
• PERSONAL MENTION. •
• ••••••!***************•••••* To SETTLE sc0RE3b3 ,1,c1,„ Stone oi itotei Craig,
yesterday went to Booneville and
Erin.ville, Ind., for a two weeks
'visit to her sister, Mrs. James CENIara
of the latter place, and her father,
Colonel Stone, at Booneville.
Editor James R. Lenshe of the
Mayfield Messenger, was here yes-
terday on business.
Mr. Miller Bradahow left last eee-
ning for a, drumming trip through the
South.
Engineer Charles B Martin is here
from St. Louis vsiting his family on
West Madison street.
Mrs. W. ILIPleasanta and dangh
trr, Gladys, go to Memphis today to
visit Mrs. G. R. lielaley.
Mr. John. Cunningham, wife and
child are visiting Mt. and Mrs. W. C.
.Bingham, of Mayfield.
Mt. A. B. Galloway and wife. of
FOUR SHOTS MAY END LIFE
OF WELL KNOWN ST. .
LOUIS PHYSICIAN.
•
Would-Be Ptricide Crack Rifle shot .
and Slave to Cigarettes. a wl
kk-1
St. Louis, blirch*”.—When DOC- •
tor Julius If. Woihsberis looked
upon the face of his'418-yearoald 6011. .
0-car J. Wesnalsergs'last night for
the first' time in olie months, visatp sterin command, "(et out of my),
house,- four ghouls.. tired rapidly,* .
startled the ncighWerlassil. and tint
Mayfield. have gone home after visit. we:I known South Side physiciant:i.ing Dr. B. T. Hall's family, fell from wounds raith arc betteredMiss Annie Welsh, of St. Louis, to be fatal.
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Louise
Welsh, of apt Madison.
Colonel Edward O. Leigh arris-t-d
this Morning from Frankfort to
visit his sister, Miss Ora Leigh. and
brother, Mr. 011ie P. Leigh, of West
I4oadway.
Contractor George Weikel has re-
turned from Clarksville. Tenn., where
he built the big tobacco warehouse.
While there he got the corn-Tact for
the $35,000 school building to be
e-ected this summer.
Mir. If. R. Lindsay, of the Suther-
land Medicine company, Saturday
goes to Monterey. Mexico, where
the company maintains a branch
boric. His family goes to San An-
tonics Tex.. to 'remain while he is
away several weeks.
Mrs. Sallie Catlett, of Eddyville,
and her niece are visiting Mrs. Frank
L. Scott.
Mr. Henry Vander Eist, a tobacco
buyer of Antwerp. Belgium. is in- the
city.
Mrs. jogephinc Wurth and son
last iin night left for Texas and 'Cali-
MAs Ethel &rooks yesterday re-
turned from visiting Miss Florence
Fckrader, of Indianapolis, Int': She
was accompanied by Miss Anita
Wood. of Wichita, Kan.
—Mayor Yeiser has receive da let-
*er from the Jamestown exposition
company wanting to set some date
as "Paditcali Day" and be celebrated
there. The mayor gwill lay the let-
ter before the aldermen tomorrow
night. This it quite an honor for a
I
city so small as Paducah to be recog-
nized by a large exposition. •
Oscar J. Weinebeug' took a partingshot at his father; *Ito lay on Ohhall floor, and then. went calmly toDoctor Weinsberg's offices. in thebpoaricme.ent,. sat, down to await thy
A , fi•The liveried,' ocittrred in thekitchen of the Weiueberg home. Nolots Russell avenue, at ,5:t5 o'clocklast evening.
A( an early hour .11116...morning it
Wa! said at the .hospital that DoctorWeinsberg was still living and prob.ably would survive through the nightAlthough but IA years old. OscarJ. Weinsberg, until last ThuredslAwas assistant superintendeut of lbgprofit and loss departmetits, in theauditor's offices or the Missouri Pa-cific railway, He left his employemerit at the request of his grand- -mother, Mrs. Mary Zimmerer, of Nc31036 Park avenue, who said last nightthat she feared his employment wastoo ,great a tax upon the youngman's brain.
A crack rifle shot and a slave to
cigarettes, Oscar left his room atatheGrand avenue -hotel yesterday morn-,ing. he says, with the avowed dc-termination to kill his father urger • ,,Ite could force him to adjust a smal
fnancial disagreement. He carritwo pistols, one carefully wrapped ilka newspaper, in his overcoat pocket.Ile said he secured ,the extrar.,1:.weapont at his grandmother's house,
becati%e lie knew his father to be"the very devil when he kets angfy," -and expected that trouble of seriousnature, rather than payment of themoney lie demanded, would he the













































































And THE FACE of our store will
display only beauty and grace to





LIFE CRUSHED FORM HIM NEAR ROBINSON, ILL., BY OVER-
TURNING ENGINE—MR. HENRY TEMPLE, SR., WEALTHY
MILLER OF THE COUNTY, DIED OF LAGRIPPE-41.R.. ALVY
-4111ORRISON PASSED AWAY OF TYPHOID FEVER IN
LITTLE CYPRESS SECTION — MENTION OF SEVERAL
OTHER DEATHS.
The remains of Engineer J. p. %Le 1
Tate were brought to this city last
evening from Robinson. Ill., where
lie was killed and taken to his home
at 2339 West Jefferson street. He
was caught by an overturning Big
Four railroad engine near Robinson,
Manday afternon and crushed - to
death.
Three months ago Engineer Tate
went and took a position on, the Big
Four. runnhvg out of Mt. Cannel,
and While his engine was going
light over some new road near Bobin-
son, twenty miles from Mattoon, Ill.,
the tender jumped the track. Realiz-
Mg the tether's weight would poll
off the engine he leaped, from the cab,
but was caught beneath the engin and
embed to death Superintendene
toiteji of -thellig %Four dotified rela-
tives here. If the engineer Was Sat-
isfied *ids his new run over there, he
intended moving hh family- from
here, it consisting of wife and three'
children.
Thirty year: ago the deceased was
born near Morgenfield. Ky., and five
years ago came to Paducah. learning
railroading out of here. During. i)5
he went as superintendent for the"
company that laid the bitudithic
streets in Paducah. From here he
was sent to different 'plates over the
country, but in December quit the
bitulithic people at Sandusky, Ohio.
returned here and immediately went
to 'Mt. Carmel IPA take his position as
engineer.
'Besides his widow, Ars. Mjanie
Tate and three children, he i5 sur-
ived by brothers and sisters. Mr.
Gus Tate, the Paduc4 retail grocer
f Broadway near Sevenfh; George
Tate of Sturgis. Ky,; James Tate of
Evansv•Ile• Mrs: Harry D'ulaney of'
Bordfey, Ky: Mrs. .Arthur Strange of
I Washington, D. C.; Mrs. Henry
Hammoclo of Evansville, and Mrs
Samuel Lindle of the same place. The
funeral arrangements have not yet
been made.
Prominent Citizen of County.
_After an illness with lagrippe, gr.
Henry Temple, Sr., died at -ci o'clock
yesterday morning at his Ironic near
Temple's Mill, eight miles from thi;
city on the Cairo pike.
The deceased was born in Germany
sixty-three years ago, but came to
„Ainerio when young and lived in
Missotwi tmtil fourteen years siva
When he bought the Maxon flour mill
in the county in company with others,
being senior membor the firm of
Temple Bros. & Co, that now own
the property. He was an expert
miller and very wealthy.
He was one of the county's sterl-
ing and substantial citizens of high
estimation, and is survived by the
following children; Mrs. Adam
Temple, Mrs. Henry Temple, Jr.,
1.1firs. Lena Temple, all of Maxons
Mill, and Mrs Eva 'Tolland, wife of
Dr. Holland of Graltamville. ' His
two nephews were associated with
him in business, they being Messrs.
Adam and Henry Temple, Jr.
At to o'clock tomorrow morning
the funeral ceremonies will be con-
ducted at the residence by Rev Wil-
liam Bourcinin of the German Evan,
gohcal church of this city. Inter-
ment' follows at McKendree ceme-
tery under auspices of the Graham-
ville Masonic lodge of which the de-
ceased was a member. Captain Rieh-
ard J. Barber of this city, goes down
to conduct the secret order ceremon-





IN WHICH EVELY.,11 NESBIT
ACCUSED THAW OF BEAT-
ING HER. •
Direct Contradiction to Her Story
Told on the Stand to Clear
Husband.
the luncheon Mr. Jerome having
agreed to allcw the Hummel trial
record to go in evidence Without the
neccssity of reading it through Mr.
Delmas had ,the printed record
marked in evidence, saying he would
refer to the district attorney's re-
marks regarding Hummel in making
his summing-u0 speech to the Thaw
jury.
Mr. Delmas then directed that
Policeman John P.Anthony be called
as a witness.
Anthony was excused. after admit-
ting, on cross-examination, that he
had stated in the district attorney's
effice that Thaw acted- rationally.
called.
James Barrett was then
Barrett said Thaw, in his cell on
the night of the tragedy, spoke con-
stantly of hearing little girls' voices
screaming. He acted irrationally.
Ofcer Thomas F. Lynch was
called next. Ile was in charge of
Thaw for two hours the morning of
June 26 and thought him irrational.
Thaw had also complained to him
about hearing the voices of little
girls in the station-house.
"I told him there were no little
girls in the station. He said he
heard them crying and they sound.
cd as if they were not nun.: than
twelve years of age. I walked over
to the air shaft and listened. I
heard nothing, but I said to him:
"'Do you hear them now?'
"He said, •Yesj and then I said,
'Well, you must be dopy.'"
Dr. Graeme Hammond, Dr. S. E.
Jelliffe, Dr. Pilgrini, Dr. Gregory and
Dr, White were all sworn together
for the defense this afternoon.
Dr. Hammond was the first of the
five to take the stand. lie qualified
as an expert by stating his education
and the various positions he has
bchi.
Mr. Delmas asked, Dr. Hammond
ii he had been in court when the
hypothetical question was put to the
cxperts for the state. He said, he
was, and that he had read the ques-
tion over and was th&roughly famil-
iar with it.
"In your opinion, at the time the
person described in this question as
'H. K. T.' fired the shot which
er,used the death 61 'S. W., did you.
think 1-f. K. T. know the act was
nrong?" asked Mr. Delmas.
"In my opinion, he did not."
swered Dr. Hammond.
"At that, time. -Slid he know the
nature and quality of his act?"
"In my opinion he did not."
"Was that failure to know his act
w-ong due to a defect of reason
ender which he was then laboring?"
"Yes."
Nr.Jrrorne took up the cross-ex-
amination.
t
"What sort of defect was 'H. IC.
T.' suffering from?" he asked.





1 Prevents and Cures Chap-
ped Rough Skin. Makes
g the skin soft, smooth and
white. Semoves all blem-
Many Attended Funeral.
a-) ishes caused by: t,he cold
5 winds.
large concourse of friends eyester
afternoon attended the funeral DIECiGHTFUL USETO 
ceremonies over the remainn of the AFTER. SHAVING.
late Mr. John Sherwin. The floral
offerings were very beautiful and For Sale only at,
completely covered the family lot.
Aged Men Died.
Nfr. Alvy Morrison died at 9
o'crock the remains will be buried at
the Leonard cemetery of that vicinity.
Bury This Afternoon.
. Mr. G. Morris, of the Melber
section- of the county, will be buried
this afternon acone o'clock at the
cemetery of that vicinity, following
funeral services conducted by Rev.
Dr. Lowe. • •
BACON'S
DRUG STORE
elStrtItnrinnr1111111/11W1 ru rtrtftrt.4 u
The deceased was seventy-five
years of age and died Monday right.
}re is survived by his widow, three
sons and three daughters. .Ile was
quits a prominent man of that neigti-
borhoods and a leading member of
the Missionary Baptist chord'.
Best. Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in-Lime and Cement. Agent for Whitehall and Agatite Cement
"Wi KING OF CEMENT"
H. M. CUF NNINCrHAM
Mmes. Old 960, New 245 :-: ' Thirteenth and Adams Street
•







Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what on-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since










Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, Pr stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
in&
No other like it in West Sea-
tacky. Satisfy yourself by





NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
1NCOORA r
36 81117. Day and Night
••• ko lagoe School
Excursion
$t. Louis and Tennessee River Pick"
pt company-the cheapest and bra
Recursion out of redoes&
toFor the Round Trip
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Mayor.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Charles Reed for mayor
subject to the Democratic Primary to
be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of G. R. Davis for mayor,
subject to the Democratic Primary to
be held Thursday, May 2, 1907. .
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe E. Potter for mayor,
subject to the Democratic Primary to
be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
City Clerk.
We are authorized to announce
City Clerk Henry Bailey as a candi-
date for re-election to the office of
cits clerk subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
We are authorized to announce
Maurice M. McIntyre as a candidate
for city clerk, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May 2, 1907.
City Treasurer.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of William Kraus for city
treasurer, subject to the Democratic
Printery to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of John W. McKnight for
city treasurer, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
atay 2, 1927.
City Attorney.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of John G. Miller, Jr., for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May 2. 1907.
'We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Frank A. Lucas, for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday.
May 2, 1907..
City Assessor.
We are authorized to announce W.
Stewart Dick as a candidate for re-
election to the office of city assessor,
subject to the Democratic Primary
to be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
City jailer.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday. May 2,
5907. •
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Read for
city jailer, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May a,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam L. Beadles for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May a,
19Cri.
'We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Al. Hymarsh for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May a.
1907.
We are authorized to acnnnnce the
candidacy of Mann W. Clark for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday. May 2,
1907.
S8.00 Tennessee riyer& retur' We are authorizt to announce the
f It is a trip of pleastwe, coated
and rest; good service, good tab&
good roerns, etc. Boats leave eta/
IlArednesday and Saturday at p. •
For other information apply to Jas





Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage, $4.00;
lUnlimilied Ticket $5.00, meals and
berth included.
lir •
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
pf five or over, f.r.so each, without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music an all the boats.. For
further particulars see
t A. FOWLER, Gun, Pass. Agent
br GIVEN FOWLER, City Pall
!Agent. Phone 33.
; Whit is said lobe the greatest drug
tore in the world exists in Moscow,
and is 303 years old. Since 1893 it has
been in the family of the present pro-
ptietor. It is a building of impbsing
klimensions, with many departments,
Including one for the professional edit
cation of the staff, which numbers
,ro persons. They make up about
.1111111210011FSIM Om
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candidacy of R. Miles foe city
jailer, subject to the Demofratle Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2.
1907.
School Trustee.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Ben Weille for school
trustee from the Second ward, sub-
ject to the action of the city demo-
critic primary to be held Thursday,
May 2.
Representative.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacas of Eugene Graves for rep-
resentative of McCracken county in
the general assembly, subject to the
action of the democratic mass con-
vention, to be held March 30, by Mc-
Cracken county voters at the count,-
court house.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of James T. McKinney for
representative of McCracken county
in the general assembly, subject to
the action of the democratic mass
convention, to be held March 30, by
McCracken county voters at the
county court house.
BILL TO REPEAL CHAR-
TER OF JACKSON READY.
Jackson. Tenn.. March lg.-Repre-
sentative Askew left today for Nash-
ville, cirrying with him a bill to re-
peal the cFarter of Jackson, and will
introduce i this afternoon or tomor-
row. A strong delegation of citizens
accompanied Mr. Askew and will give
all the assistance possible in the pas-
sage of the bill, which if passed will
have the effect to abolish saloons
here after November ist.
The bill in no way 'disturbs the
present city officials, as has been re-
ported by some one who is not fam-
iliar with its scope.
esperanto
•••••••■••••• .11
The following talk on Esperanto
was delivered at the museum building
at EVansville, recently by Mrs. Win-
ifred Sackville Stoner:
"Ever since the unfortunate diver-
sifying of tongues at the Tower of
Babel in the land of Shiner, people
have felt the need of a universal lan-
guage. Manetho, the father of histo-
ry, tells us that among fhe early
Egyptians, a sign language existed
which could be understood by peo-
ples of the different countries. Schol-
ars have been able to decipher the
heiroglyphics on the ancient pyramids
bcause they are symbolic and not
formed !tom alphabetical characters
of an onknowu tongue.
"Symbolical, or we might say. pic-
torial langues exist among all unciv-
ilized nations and can be understood
by the civilized as we I as the untu-
tored savage, but such language con-
sists of only a few avo-ds whish can
be exptessed by signs or rude draw-
ings. With the progress of civiliza-
tion the words in every day use in-
crease to such numbers that the vo-
cabulary of any ordinary speaker can-
sot possibly be expressed in this
manner and we must use a language
founded upon the principles of the
early Chaldeans.
"The Russians, who have always
been linguists, seem to Ove first re-
alized the need of such a universal
language and Peter the Great, wbo.
was many cnturies ahead of his time,
offered high rewards to the scholar
or scholars of his realm who would
produce a language which could be
readily understood by peoples of va-
rious nationalities.
"Within the past two centuries a
number of would-be universal Ian-
glages have been invented by lint'
urstical geniuses but only two of thesie
co-called languages, Volapuk and Ad-
juvant:), have become widely known
and at all practicable: The first fs
perhaps the best knows. though it is
decidedly the most difficult and harsh
sounding. We are all of us more or
less fond of sweet sounds and those
who have heard this language are al-
ways unfavorably impressed because
it is anything but euphonic. •
"It is also difficult to enunciate and
easy to confuse.
"But, despite the fact that this art-
ificial language was so difficult to
master, a large number of lingaists
and students from various parts 1 of
the world labored with it for years
hoping to make it a universal lan-
guage Needless to add their efforts
were in vain. Then came Adjuvant°.
which was somewhat easier than its
sister Volapule but still impracticable
because it required a great deal of
time and study to learn it.
"Now we hare Esparanto, which
all enthusiastic Esperantists hope has
come to stay. This linguistical child
%%as born in 0017. claiming as its fa-
ther the renowned Russian linguist,
Dr. Zamenhof, who had labored for
years in the perfecting of this uni-
versal language. At first Dr. Zam-
enhof was called a dreamer and a
citizen of Utopia.abut now that Es-
peranto has become an established
language in France, England and
Russia and has enthusiastic advocates
in nearly every country in Europe.
am ° in India.. China, Japan, South
America. and in almost every city of
the United States.. people begin to
realize that the 'Father of Esperanto'
is not alone a genius, but a keen.
practical scholar, who bas seen the
needs of the world and supplied men
ah a useful and easily acquired lan-
guage.
"Let us take a peep at the a riou s
great principalities of the world and
see what headway this precocious
baby tongue whose name means 'the
hopeful' has already made.
"The aspiring youngster first vis-
• ited France when it was scarcely a
year old, being introduced by Mar-
quis L. De Beaufront, who is nCrW
the president of the ̀ Lo Societe Fran-
caise Pour La Propogation de L'Es-
peranto.' It did not, at first, receive
a- very enthusiastic reception, as so
many linguists had wasted years of
their lives in trying to master Vole-
ptik or Adjuvant°, only to see the
downfall of these pseudo-tongues.
that they did not, care to devote any
time to a new study which they be-
lieved would meet with a similar-fate.
"But when Marquise de Beaufront
proved to his friends that he was able
to converse as well in Esperanto after
stodying a few months as he could
speak Adju.vanto after working upon
it for twelve years, he soon bad
many followers. 1.Tp• to 1892. there
were no proper text books in Esper-
anto and this hindered its ripid prop-
ogation, but in this year Beaufront
published a complete handbook which
showed the logical and orderly strut-
titre of the new tongue and from that
time its succesa in France was as-
sure. Six years later a "Society for
the advancement of Esperanto" was
formed and `L'Esrerantist,' the first
national review of this language, was
published in French and Esperanto.
"At the tin-re of the Paris exposi-
tion in r000 much impetus was given
to the propogatipn of this universal
language and an interest created
among cultured. people all over the
world.
"Now every district in Paris has its
Esperantists, Esperanto is taught in
many of the -schools, and is particue
larly popular among the officers and
men of the army and navy. One of
the instructors at the military school
at St. Cyr has recently published a
booklet . *Esperanto and the Red
Cross.' Most of the linguists, pro-
fessors of schools, and ined'cal men
also seem to take great interest in
the growth of this infant tongue. A
medical paper called 'Medicine Re-
vues' and a scientific review, *Inter-
nada Science Revuo' are now pub-
lished monthly.
But the tirst great success of Es-
peranto was shown at the Esperanto
congress held at Boulogne-sur-Mer
in 1905. Up to this time enemies of
the language argued that although
French speaking Esperantists might
be able to understand each other, Es-
perantists of other countries would
have difficulties to converse together,
"However, 1.5oo Esperantists from
over two dozen nationalities assem-
bled at the congress, recited poems,
made speeches and acted in plays all
in the new language and were readily
understood by all who had mastered
E•peranto. In the folio ing year an-
other congreas ais held at Geneva,
ith even greater success and during
the coming June a similar congress
will be held at Paris, when the
French Esperantists hope to show
that Esperanto has come to France
to stay.
**Tolstoi. in speaking of Esperanto,
and its effect upon peoples of various
nations says: 'I have often remade-
id :how people bear themaelves as
erierniesi to one another, solely be-
cause they have no mans of intercom-
munication. The :study of Esperanto.
then. ard its diffusion, is assuredly a
Cliristian labor, which hastens the
coining of the kingdom of God, the
main-I should say, the only-aim of
Inman life.'
"In Norfolk. Va., where the Ter-
Centennial exposition is soon to he
opened, a nunsber of people have
been studying Esperanto for the past
two years so that they may be able
to converse %kit the foreigners who
aill visit their city. Philadelphia.
New 'York, Baltimore and Chicago
all have societies for propogating
this most perfectly rounded and com-
plete language. Even in the far
west it has its adherents. In San
Francisco and other cities in Califor-
nia there are numerous Esperanto
clubs and an interesting journal, call-
ed 'Amerika E•peranto•to' is now be-
ing published by Mr. Arthur Baker.
of Oklahoma Cus In this journal
any lover of Esperanto may hare big
or her name published three times for
as cents and in this way hear from
Esperantists in India. China “e say
foreign country. Those who cannot
travel abroad will find it very inter-
esting to carry on a correspondence
with people in far distant lands.
"Dr. Zamenhof is an advocate of
universal peace as well a: a universal
tongue and he believes that an inter-
national language will help toward:
perfecting the brotherhood of man
When Esperanto becomes known to
all the world we will not have to de-
pend upon interpreters who present
our thought: to foreigners often in a
garbled guise and what a wealth of
literature will lie open to us free from
the false impressions of translator..
°"Dr. Zamenhoff has certainly done
a great work for humanity and we
should all try to further the cause
for the 'unbabeline of mankind *Id
for universal peace and brotherhood
by helping ao propogate this wonder-
ful international language which came
as suddenly into the world as Min-
erva who sprang from the had of
Jupiter. But like Minerva-the ay-m
bed of wisdom-let us hope that it
has come to remain a perpetual bless-
ing to mankind."
HOTEL FALLS INTO THE
OHIO RIVER; 9 DROWNED
Flood Causes Collapse of Three-Story
Building, Endangering Twenty
Lives.
Cincinnati. Ohio, March 19.-Nine
persons are believed to have been
drowned by the flood tonight in the
'alley of the Ohio river which caused
the collapse of a three-story brick
building which was occupied by Ital-
ians, despite the fact that the build-
ing had for days been surrounded by
water to the depth of six feet. The
occupants of the lower flows had
moved to the floors above, and as
near as cal( be ascertained there were
ighteen or twenty persons in the
house when it collapsed and sank into
a heap of debris.
River men in boats hurried to the
aid of the unfortunate Italians, and
when the police arrivedasome of the
less seriously injured had been re-
moved. A half dozen persons a\re
still missing and it is" supposed they
are buried in the ruins.
The bodies .. recovered are those of
Mrs. Marie Damico, her infant child
and her three-year-old daughter,
Bretomonti. All of them were
crushed to death.
Among the missing, thought to be
in the ruins, are Tony Defazzio, 'An-
thony Cash and Lorena° rhatti.
There were three others in the build-
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG TI INGS"
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CJIANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
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Register Office, 523 Broadway
mg whose names the police have
been unable to learn.
At the city hospital pre Camillo
Damico, husband of Marie Damico,
their son, Jas. Efamico; Pacintimo
Gilo Samuel Monte. The victims re-
covered alive are more or less
crushed and some of them may die.
The police and members of the
tire department are making a diligent
search of the ruins for more dead
bodies, for it is believed at least eight
peracm's were killed and buried in the
debris. So Much of the ruins sank
below the surface of the flood that
some of the bodies may not be found
until the water has receded.
The river continues its encroach-
ments, but it has almost reached the
limits of 'its invasion. By morning,
the officials of the weather bureau
state, the river will begin to fall, but
it will he several days before the
flood will be below the danger line.
Rivermen say a 'flood in the Ohio
takes as long to go down as it does
to come up. At 0 o'clock tonight the
stage was 62.t feet and the river ris-
ing very slowly.
The interruption to street car
traffic is the most serious inconven-
ience stiffered by the general public
on account of the flerod. The tele:
phone connections with Price 'Hill
that were destroyed yesterday by the
collapse of the Eighth street v'aduct
I
have been repaired. By making wide
detours the traction company ii
furnishing transportation for the red-
dents of that section of the city. Even
after the waters begin to recede it
will be several days bfore passenger




It does seem strange that a man
who lids had the large experience and
opportunities for development and
unfoldment enjoyed by our president,
should not have progressed #t all in
his humanitarian views beyond the
limits of the creed of his early teach-
fngs. Here is a man who stands for
the key-stone of the arch of our civil-
ization. 'expressed in the crystalliza-
tion of our community relations as
nation, who has not an equal in the
animal kingdom for an over-beara
ing. cruel, savage attitude toward
beings weaker than himself, to wit:
the lower animal kingdom. unless it
is the weasel of mink. He kills and
finds pleasure in it, a pleasure as
primitive but by no means as excus-
able as that of the child who destroys
something from instinct, or as that of
the savage who mutilates the body of





her few of the animals
who so far disgrace themselves as to
kill for the mere pleasure of it. In
Kipling's "Jungle Stories" he makes
the man-eating tiger and other killers
who destroy fellow-creatures from
any other cause than necessity, the
0'.1.';',111121























Face and Neck Covered with In-
flamed Skin — Suffered Terribly
—Mother Took Her to Doctors and
Colleges to No Avail—Lost Faith
in Medicines—Friend Suggested
Cuticura Remedies and
CHILD IS NOW THE
PICTURE OF HEALTH
"My baby's face and neck were cov-
ered with itching skin similar to eczema,
and she suffered terribly for over a year.
I took her to a number of doctors, and
•Iso to different colleges to no avail.
Then Cuticura Ftemeditss were axiom-
mended to line by Miss 0—, who was
telling me how they helped her. I did
not use it at first, as I hadariedaomany
other remedies without any favorable
resulta. At last 1 tried Cutieura Soap,
Cutieura Ointment, and Cutieura Resol-
vent Pills, and to my surprise noticed an
hnprovement. Alter using three boxes
of the Cutioura Ointmeht, together with
the Soap and Fills, I am teemed to say she
is altogether a different child and the pic-
ture of health, now I have a firm be-
lief in Cut ieura Wined ins and would not
be without th ..att the house. I will
gladly let you inaih this tnitiMattlil as
I would like others to have the same
benefit that we did, and you may be sure
I will recommend them stroney to every-
body I know and to those I deal know,
too. Mrs. A. C. Brestlin, 171 N. Lincoln
St., Chicago, Oct . 20 anti 30,1900."
ONE NIGHT TREATMENT
For Sore Hands and Feet
with Cuticura.
Soak the hands or ten e on retiring
in a strong, hot . creamy
lather of Cutieuea
=y with Cutieura. Dry and anoint
Ointment, tbe great "Sunset" Cox'. Wit.Man cum. Wear on
. the hands 'during the COX Was an uncompromising free-
night otd, louse gloves, trader, and one of the most interest-
oe bandage the tenting figures in (-Moires'.A graduatelightly in nee soft
mitten tinen. of Brown, he had taken his first part
ter in public life as the editor cot the
se. Statesman, of Coliunbas. O. Here
Ai the very start he earned his usbri-
so (loft of "Sunset Cox" by an editorial.
ehich went all over the country. "A
  Great Old Sunset," it was called. It
_ opened. "What a stormful sunset was.
TO HARNESS FALLS that of last night! How KInriout the
OF GREEN RIVER storn and how splendid the !letting
of the sun." * • • Perhaps his
Louisville and Bowling Green Caps- most successful sally at his Apron-
ulnas Plan an Enormous Plant. ento was his resolutions against fres
sunshine—made e hen there was a•
Bowling (reen, Ky.. March 19.— fight on against the lowering of the
The Green Riser Hydes-Electric duty on coal'
company, composed • of prothinent eReaolved; That all windows. sky-
• Louisville and Bowling Green cap- lights, inside and outside shutter's,
italists, will erect at once On Green curtains and blinds shall be ;Kama-
river. at Glenmore. an electrk pow- nently closed, as also all openings.
er having a capacity of t000 horse holes, chinks, clefts and fissures
power This emotive of power will through which the light or heat of
be posvided for at once, and later ad- the sun have been allowed to enter
ditional passer will be developed as house* to the prejudice and injury of
needed, as the fall is sufficient to sup- meritorious miners and dealers in gas
ply almost unlimited power. coal to protect domestic industry."
• The current will be transmitted to "For the sun is a foreigner." ex-
this city, a distance of twelve miles, planted Mr. Cox "Ile come. from
where it will furnish light, heat and abroad, and we must shut out the
power for the city and surrounding. light of the sten in order to gratify
country. these Pennsylvania gentlemen who
it is expected that the plant will have a monopoly on the article of
be complete(' by the middle of Sep- coal."—Ida 1i. Tarbell, in' the Am
tember. The work will he under the erican Macerate,
supervision of IT Von Schon, engi-
neer, of Detroit. Mich. Frost Bella.
It is rumored the company expects t Philadelphia Bulletin )
to build an electric line to Elizabeth- .en electric bell ttnkled sharply be-
town. and thns consplete an electric de the florist's desk,
road te Lonisvile. "Frost!' lie said, and ran hatless to
the greenhouses.
• MOTHER AND BABE "The tires had sunk," the florist
SAVED FROM FLOOD explained on his return. 'The watch-
man had fallen asleep. Bet for my
Oeingsville. Ky., March 9 frost bell I'd have lost hundreds of1 
Prickly Ash. which is one mile north dollars.
of this place, has a tremendous fall "Frost bells are now pretty gener-
and in the rainy season is one of the ally used by florists and fruit-grow-
most turbid and dangerous streams in era," he went on. An electrical
this part of the state. Yesterday f - contrivance is connected with a thee-
ter one of the many hard rains, New- momOter, and when the mercury falls
ton Norris undertook to cross it in a to a certain point—you regulate this
buggy with .his wife and eight-year- danger point to snit yourself—a bell
old daughter. Midway of the creek rings a warning in your house or of-
the horse's feet were washed from rice.
under him and he fell. While Nor- "Many- a crop .kow winter fruit and
ris busied hitneeli cutting the har- flowers has been saved in the past
nese from the horse the buggy turn- year or two by the clever little frost
• ed over,. throwing Mrs. Norris and bell."
the little girl out into the middle of
the stream. Norris could not save 14,000 Varieties of Stamps. ,
them and they were rapidly borne The tote) number of all known va-
a_dowe stream and death by drowning rieties of postage stamps issued by all
seemed a certainty. But Mrs. Will- the governments of the world up to
iate Manley, who lives near where the presentt ime is .16496, of which
the arorrises had undertaken to cross, 6.153 are apportioned to the British
• without counting the 'danger to F:mpire and 14,343 to the rest of the
self, boldly plunged into the stream, world. Europe has issued 4.361. Asia
and being a fairly good swimmer, 3.90. Africa 4.469, America 4.688.
she finally succeeded in reachinik the West Indies 1.637, and Oceanica
Mrs. Norris just as she was sinking 1.485.
for the third time and by great ef- These figeres comprise only stand'.'
fort got her to shore and safety, and ard varieties of postage ;tamps, and
though almost exhausted Mrs. Man- do not include postcards, letter cards,
ly again dashed into the current and stamped envelopes or wrappers—
saved the child, Who had by that time Westminster Gazette.
been washed some 200 yards down
stream. Mrs. Manly is a rather (rag- Peace.
ile young woman, and says she does "Tommy." said the teacher, kindly,
not know herself how she managed "do you remember what I read about
to get the two people to safety. disarmament the other day?"
WASl "Yes'ne" answered the boy, holdinga MAY GO TO LOUISVILLE his hand behind him.
"And about the peace conference?"
Investigation of Stage of Water is "Yes'm."
Now Being Made. "Well, this is a little peace confer-
ence', and if you do not drip that
Washington, March to—An iespec- snowball I fear that as a superior
tor sent out by the navy departnient power I shall have to intervene."—
is row invesigating as to whether it Philadelphia Ledger.
will be safe to bring the gunboat
Wasp up the Ohio river, stopping at There is a good deal-of apparent
Kentucky ports. His decision is ex- poverty that steeds your time more





WILL NOT ERECT APART-
MENT HOUSE.
Calculates the Ground Will be Too
Valuable in Ten Years for Bus-
iness Purposes.
Col. William Katterjohn, owner of
the old Hobbs property at Sixth and
Jefferson streets, has decided not to
erect an apartment house on the
ground which has been cleared by
tearing down the old Hobas home
on the corner,
For awhile he thouela of putting
up the finest apartment building ie
Paducah, but he calculates that the
ground in the next ten years will be
of such value front a business stand-
point that it would not remunerate
him sufficiently at present to con-
struct an apartment structure. He
figures that if he put up now a aso,000
fiat building ate would have to get
alio.000 in reads during the next ten
years to justify him tearing down
the residence structure at the end of
that period and putting up a hand-
some commercial building. Not
thinking that an apartment house
will pay to that extent he intends
letting the property lie idle for the
time being.
Only the old Hobbs home on the
corner is to be torn down, the little
home adjoining and whith is owned
by Ma. Katterjohn, will remain stand-
ing.
nompru• riterfil sad









TEXAN ASKED S250,000 TO
Attorney Cecil Smith Rejected Offer
of Sioo,000 to Conduct Case,
St. Louis, March 19.—Hact the
terms offered by Harry K. Thaw and
his mother been satisfactory, the de-
fense in the famous killing trial
e-ould have been conducted by a law-
yer from the Southwest instead of
on front the Golden West, and the
prate of the New York bar might
have been seriously wounded seeing
the greatest criminal case of many
years intrusted to the management of
lawyer from Texas.
Cecil Smith, of Sherman, Tex.,
known far and wide as "C." Smith,
cute of the most skillful and success-
ful criminal lawyers of the South-
west, rejected an 'offer of aloomoo to
take a prominent part in conducting
the Thaw defense. Mr. Smith stated
that he would not enter the case
unless he shettlit he trusted with the
entire management.
Negotiations were then entered
into between Mk. Smith and those
representing Thaw in the matter. The
Texas lawyer said he would not take
charge of the defense for less than
j25o,oao. In view of the array of
assistant counsel it was proposed to
employ for the defense, this figure
was regarded by the Thaws as ex-
cessive.
• Ma. Smith made a trip to New
York, but Wai steadfast io his de-
mand for (-mire control of the case
for a fee of Sasoatoo or nothing. afe
retuned to St. teas a week ago.
Mr. Smith departed for his home
at Sherman, Tex.. last night. Ile has
been seriously ill with grip at the
Hotel Jefferson for several days, but
is on the road to recovery.
SHOOTS HIMSELF IN
FIGHT WITH ANOTHER.
Fieldon Chamberlain Probably Mor-
tally Wounded at Mount Ver-
non, Ind.
Vern4sii, Ind , March lg.—
Daring a tight in Water oreet Mon-
day morning about 9:3o between es-
Patrolman James V. Holleman and
fieldon Chamberlain. the latter prob-
ably fatally shot himself in an effort
to shoot the ex-policeman. During
the struggle for the possession •of
the revolver and while both men
were fighting in the gutter the re-
eolver exploded' The ball passed
tarough Holleman's second finger of
Isis right band and into Chamber-
lain's back beneath the left shoulder
blade Chamberlain is suffering, con-
saderably from a congestion in the
breast. .
Mr. Holleman is the proprietor of
the National hotel in Water street
awl Chamberlain live' in the next
house to the east Holleman alleges
that Chamberlain has frequently cir-
culated detrimental remarks about
his family These remarks irritated
Holleman and he approached Cham-
berlain in front of Captain Flock-
inan's residence and said- "Fieldon
understand that you said I ant run-
ning a had house " Holleman says
that Chamberlain made no answer,
but immediately drew a 32-caliber
revoker and attempted to. shoot.
SAY THE Y HAVE
NN KIDNAPED BOY.
Officials at Erie, Pa., Think Horace
Marvin is Here.
DOVelr, Del March 19 —The au-
thorities of Erie, Pa., called up Dr.
Horace Marvin tonight and notified
him that they believed they had Hor-
;(ce, his missing child.
The state_legislature paged a reso-
lution today asking that "President
Roosevelt be requested to issue an
order to all postmasters who may
rcceive notices intended to aid in the
recovery of Horace Marvin to hang
Fitch notices in their respective post-
President Roosevelt will be seen
tomorrow by former United States
Senator J. Frank Alice and Mr. Alice
will request the president to co-oper-
ate with the Delaware authorities in
sea-ching for young Marvin.
SEE REVENGE AS MOTIVE.
Men Who Beat Woman and Put Her
In Safe iNbt Yet Apprehended.
Fayetteville. Ind . afarch 19.—The
police are still apparently at sea re-
warding clews to the man or men
who attacked Miss Rosie Gray and
robbed the R & G. Furniture com-
pany store Saturday night, but they
are convinced that the motee was as
much revenge as robbery-, probably
the first, while the latter was merely
a blind. Miss Gray is still uncon-
scious at St. glary'S hospital and
may die. •
While the police are without clea•s
Net assert that the assault was for
revenge, it is known that they sus-
pect an employe of the store who is
now absent from the city and are ex-
pecting to question Miss Gray.
In 1907
May i—New York, United Cloth
Hat and Cap Makers of North Amer-
ica.
May 7—Toledo, 0., Amalgamated
Association of Iron, Steel and Tin
Plate Workers.
May 13—Minneapolis, Order of
Railroad Telegraphers,
May 13--New York City—United
Hatters of North America.
May 2o--Cleveland, 0., American
Federation of Musicians.
May 2o--Detroit, Mich., Switch-
men's Union of North America,
NIDaY 29—Washington, D. C., Steel
Plate Transferrers' Association of
America.
Mlay—New York City, National
Print Cutters' Association of Ameri-
ca.
June 3—Newark, N. J., Internation-
al Brotherhood of Tip Printers.
June 3.—Baltimore, Md., Ladies'
Garment Workers of America.
June 3—Boston., Mass., Internation-
al Association of Marble Workers.
June 3—Toledo, 0., Steam, Hot
NVater and Power Pipe Fitters.
June—Ceramic, afosaic and Encaus-
tic Tile Layer!'
June 17—Nlew York City, Interna-
tional Printing Pressmen's and As-
sistants' L'nion.
June aR—Chicago, International Un-
ion of Pavers and Rainmers.
July T —Detroit, Mich., Brushmalo-
ere International Union.
July 8—Toronto, Out., Glass Bot-
tle Blowers' association of the U. S.
and Canada.
July 8--Detroit, Mich.. internation-
al Association of Longshoremen, Ma-
rine and Transport Workers,
July 8—East Liverpool, 0., Na-
tional Brotherhood of Operative Pot-
ters.
July 9—Detroit, Mich.. Amalgamat-
of Window Glass Workers of Ameri-
C
July 9—Norfolk. Va.. international
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployes.
July I5—Cliicagn, Ill.. Internation-
al Steel and Copper Plate Printers'
Union of North America.
July t6—St. Joseph. Mn. Retail
Clerics' international Protective As-
sociation.




Dr. Marvin Hears Voice of Stolen
Son Over Wire.
Dover. Del, March 19.—Dr. Hor-
ace ltfarvin was tonight in communi-
csiien with hie kidnaped boy over
the long distance telephone from
Mr PaMarvin was at first inclined
to think that he was being made the
victim of a cruel hoax. bet later said
he felt assured that the message was
a truthful one. Pinkerton's detective
agency, which has been given charge
of the case by Governar Lea, con-
firmed in a large measure the truth
of the message from Erie, and at
midnight it was stated that an arrest
was momentarily expectod.
Since 7 o'clock this morning the
(Ietcctiveo in charge of the case have
been manifesting such evident ex-
pectation of a development to come
as to arouse everyone in Dover. The
men scattered to the telephone and
telegraph stations about the coun-
ter. and inside it is understood the
eriginal plan wee to have an arrest
in the east simultaneously with an
arrest in the western part of New
York.
It was late this evening when Dr.
Marvin, who had jest eneded a
toormy interview with the detectives
regarding his mail, was sitting in
the lobby of the Hotel Richardson,
when a long distance telephone call
came for him. He went to the phone
without a thought of what was to
corpe and almost dropped the phone
in affright as he heard a voice say:
"Is this Dr. Marvin—well, if you
with to hear front your boy just
le ten a moment."
Within a second or two the physi-
cian heard something in the tones
of his missing boy.
Dr. Marvin then heard a man's
voice say: "Are you satisfied." And
the phone was eilenced.
,Dr. Marvin was dazed and coald
barely walk to the place where the
aetectives have, made their headquar-
ters. There, to les sisrpride, he found
that his neve, was but little news and
that the detectives were on the trail
ef a man who had left Erie in. the
morning and were momentarily •in
cxpectatioe of an arrest.
ROCKEFELLER DENIES GIFT.
Aug 3—Boston, Mass., Internation-
al Brotherhood of Teamsters,
Aug 5—Asbestos Workers of Am-
erica, National Association of Heat,
Frost and General Insulators.
Aug. 6—Rockford, Ill., Internation-
al Glove Workers' Union of America.
Aug 12—Philadelphia, Internation-
al Stereotypers and Electrotypers'
Union of North America.
Aug. ia—Hot Springs, Ark., Inter-
national Typographical Union.
Aug. 13—St. Louis, Mo., Shirt
Waist and Laundry Workers' Inter-
national Union.
Aug. 2I—Cinc in n a ti, 0., Metal Pol-
ishers, Buffers, Platers and Bra.ss
Workers' international Union of
North America.
Sept. 2.--St. Louis, M.o.,. Interna-
tional Asosciation of Machinists.
Sept. 2—Indianapolis, Ind., Nation-
al Association of Postoffice Clerk..
Sept. 3—Chicago, Sawsmiths' Na-
tional Union.
Sept. 3--Eureka, Cal., Internation-
al Brotherhood.of Woodmen and Saw
Mill Workers.
Sept. 9.—Indianapolis, Internation-
al Brick, Tile and Terra Cotta Work-
ers' alliance.
Sept. re—Memphis, Tenn., Ameri-
can Brotherhood of Cement Work-
ers.
Sept. it 2—Boston, Cott on Mill
Spinners' Association,
Sept. 16—New Orleans, ra , Inter-
national Asscociation pf Bridge and
Structural iron Workers.
Sept 16—New Yorlo City—Wood
Carvers' Association.
Sept. n—Waldon, N. Y.. Pocket
Knife Blade Grinders and Finishers'
Union.
Oct. — Chicago. international
Photo-Engravers' Union of North
America.
Oct. — Chicago, ill., international
Union of Wood. Wire and Metal
Lathers.
Oct. 6—Mileautzee. Wise Interna-
tional Brotherhood of Blacksmiths.
Oct. — New Orleans. La, Amalga-
mated Association Of Street and Elec-
tric Railway F-mployes of America.
Oct. 7—Bay City, Mich., National
Union of Shipwrights, Joiners and
Caulkers. .
Oct. re--Rochester. N. Ir., Inter-
national Car Workers' association.
Worked Both Ways.
gniall Willie was playing with two Says Statement of Bequest to New
ragged urchins in front of the house, York is Mere Guess.
when his mother called him in.
"Willie," she said, "don't you know Auguta, Ga.. March 19.—Before
that those boys are bad associates leaving for New York this afternoon
for you?' John D. Rockefeller siad the report-
"Yes, manrma," replied the Tittle rd gift he is to make to New York
philosopher, "but I'm a good asso- is merely another guess on the part
ciate for them.' of the metropolitan newspapers. He
declined to discuss Mrs. Sage's gift
In the last ten years this country' end insists that he is net going to
iron output has increased 162 per rsAvals-s,Nrork becatic of the stock mar-
cent„ „ It C n.
Aim. id. • I amil hdo--411Laalt too.. A
AGAINST SUNDA YBASEBALL.
Desecration of Day in Any Manner
Asserted to Be Step Backward.
I would like to send tip a plea for
the saving of the Christian Sabbath
front the encroachments of greed and
the fungus growth of what the world
calls pleasure, such as baseball games
on Sunday and Sunday excursions.
Sunday picnics, Sunday theaters and
open saloons, with kindred evils that
Satan has set out in order complete-
ly to overthrow the day.
The Indiana legislature seems de-
termined to legalize Sunday baseball.
which, if done, will open wide the
doter ef Sunday desecration.
We might with profit stop lotig
enough to ask the emestiore What
of the day? What is its significance?
What day shall we teep, and why?
The greater part of the Christian
world recognizes the fact that the
day has been changed from the sev-
enth to the first day of the week,
giving no coherent reason therefor,
but seems to obsen•e the first day
by reason of custom rather than
from an understanding as to why it
does s. It is watten that God end-
ed his work of c-cation on the sev-
enth taiy. and rested. It was thus
written that the day might be a fig-
ure of a time that was in the future,
or that the day might be part of a
vast allegory, which has its answer
in God's plan of the ages. All. scrip-
ture is given by inspiration of God.
But we mest rightly divide the work.
whether it be prophetical, historical
or allegorical, for in no other way
can it be understood. When this is
doe it will unveil itself to us in a
very plain manner. •
The state or nation that would le-
galize anything which would dese-
crate the Sabbath Day takes a step
backward toward heathenism, and
does an untold injury to posterity, as
well as to the common cause of
Christianity.—John M. Helmick, in
Chicago Record-Herald.
HARRIMAN YET IN CONTROL:
Says Union pacific Has Not Passed
Out of His Hands.
New Yerk. March i&—E. If, Har-
riman will leave this city tomorrow
for Virginia to join his family at one
of the resorts in that state. Mr. Har-
riman in making the announcement
of his intention of taking the trip
said he did not intend to stop at
Washington either on his way south
or on his return,
Regarding the Wall strret runio-s
that .he cont-ol of Union Pacific hid
passed from his hands during the re-
cent slump in tae stock market, Mr.
Harrinotn 5ad taat the report was
incorrest.
ADVERTISE4N THE REGISTER
AND GI RESULT& .12,0,c14
B. F. 'Sears
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Practice in all the courts of the
State. Both phones 31. .
Rooms 1,3, 3 and 4, Register Builds
ing, 523 I-2 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M.D.




Rooms 5 and 6, Register Building
523 I -2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.





11. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY dr REED ,
LAWYERS




Room No. 5, Paducah
Columbia Bldg. Kentnclee
Old Phone 1992.
OLIVER. OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear liana
Marshall County; Padusah, Ky,
a, Room ii 4, Fraternity Building.




Will Practice in all Courts of Kett
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)






Old Phone 498 Red.
PADUCAH. KENTUCKI





HiEllest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Hap anything and sell 0.4176111.•
11144•0 Court Street: old Phew
rag
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNSC-
Vox. •••••••.-











A Booklet entitled the "Treatment
of the Art of Massage" and a free
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POPULAR WANTS. •
* • • • • • • • • • • • • •
FOR RENT—Three large rooms.
so.; S. Ninth.
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Sev
enth and Broadway. Apply to B.
_Scott.
FOR RENT OR SALE—Two pi-
anos. 123 N. 7th street, old phone
2107.
WANTED--Position as stenog-
rapher by young lady. Address A. B.
C., care Register.
FOR RENT—Four rooms over J.
H. Hugs drugstore, Twelfth and
Broadway. Apply at store.
Call on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
fashionable dressmaking at 7a6 Jef-
ferson street. Old 'Phone 1205.
FOR SALE—Cheap ladies' up-to-
date. Spring Hats, Coat's & Skirts;
drummerS samples. JAS T. SMITH,
5. 114'; So. Fifth street.
LOST—Lady's star and crescent
brooch, between Twelfth and Jones
and Ttrith and Trimble. Return to
Register and get reward.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarned met between
ages of IS and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and writt English. For information
topper to Recruiting Officer. New
'Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the
fob. Terms reasonable. 4
JOHN I) SMITH, Room 104, No.












Mt Carmel, 22.o, tailing.
Nashville, 31.3, falling.
'insister& 12.5. falling.
St. Louis, 16.7, falling.





NEW YORK. FIRM SUED:
PADUCAH SADDLERY CO.
STROOCK BROTHERS FILED LITIGATION FOR $300 CLAIMED
DUE ON NOTES AND MAKES TWO BANKS CO-DEFENT-
ANTS—LENA LOCKLAND SUED ROY LOCKLAND FOR A
DIVORCE—AMENDED PETITION LODGED IN CASE
WHERE LAWYERS SEEK ANNA SCOTT'S REMOVAL AS
ADMINISTRATRIX OF HUSBAND'S ESTATE.
Stroock brothers of New York Bill for Medical Services. _
yesterday tiled in the circuit court a Dr. J. T. Reddick sued Moore
suit against the Paducah Saddlery Whittaker for $175 claimed due for
company for $300 claimed due from medical services the plaintiff rendered
the saddlery company on notes the defendant's family.
saddlery people executed to the New
Yorkers November 20, 1906, and
which notes were made payable in
sixty days. The notes were given to
secure a debt contracted by the sad-
dlery company in buying goods from
the Stroocks.
The two banks are made co-defend-
ants in the litigation because by a
majority vote of the saddlery com-
pany stockholders the banks were
empowered to sell the saddlery con-
cern's stock, and disposed of it to
Julius Harris and Isadore Klein. The
saddle people owed the basnks and to
satisfy outstanding indebtedness the
financial institutions were made
trustees of the saddle firm's outfit and
disposed of the property, which will
be moved to Cairo by Harr's and
Klein. if the people down there give
them a site and help with a building.
Balance on Note.
Powell and Rogers filed suit
against W. S. Norden for $87.6o bal-
ance claimed due on a one day note
of $107.90 defendants executed to
plaintiff September 22, 1906.
Divorce Asked For.
Lena Lockland asked the court to
give.her a divorce from her husband,
Roy Lockland, the suit being •nsti-
titled. They married April 6. 1903. at
Lexington. Tenn., and resided to-
gether until January. 1906. 'making
their home in this city. Besides the
divorce she asks for custody of their
three-year-old daughter, Gertrude,
and also ask for the husband to be
compelled to pay her money nith
%stitch to maintain the child. She
claims he abandoned her, and thia
is the ground for divorce.
None of Note Paid.
Hummel brothers filed suit to com-
pel James S. Caldwell to pay a note
for $133.70 Caldwell executed to the
Hummel% January 2.4th, 0°6. and
which paper was made payable in six
months. •
, Captain Henry Leyhe is here from
• St. Louis preparing to start back to
-that city the rmainder of,the Leyhe
'Meet of boats that wintered' here, and
arc now art-smiting to go back to their
-borne port to resume business.
The steamer Chattanooga expects
"Ito get away today for her return to
- the Tenneisee river.
The towboat T. H Davis is here
Trot* joppa for repairs to her boilers.
Chief Clerk Lee Rhodes of the
Dick Fifwler. is laying off a few days.
and the office is 4eing looked after by
§M,4..gtek IXtk Willis. •
This 'afternoon at 5 o'clock the
steamer City of Memphis gets out for
The Tennessee river. She comes
back again next Monday night.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river late tomorrow
right and remains here until 5 o'clock
Saturday afternoon before getting
out on.ber return trip. .
The Dick Fowler skips out for
Kairo at S o'clock this morning and
'comet back tonight at TO o'clock.
The Joe Fowler yesterday went to
*Evansville and comes back tomorrow.
• This morning the John S Hopkins
comes in from Evansville. and de-
tk parts at once on her return trip.
- The Buttorff gets in tonight from
Clarksville and at once leaves for
'Nashville.
The Georgia Lee leaves Memphis
tleaday and gets here Thursday on her
• ',way up to Cincinnati.
• - r The Peters ins leaves Ciacinnati
Another Divorce Wanted.
John Jack was married to Virginia
Jack during Ken and he claims she
left him during April, 1905. He asks
for a divorce from her.
Property Sold.
Property on the West side of S411
Fifth between Washington and Clark
streets has been transferred by Cath-
erine M. Nunemacher to Kate Nune-
macher for $2,000 and the deed filed
for record yesterday with the county
clerk.
E. L:. Potts sold to G. W
Edwards for $1,2oo property on the
Potter's Shop mid.
Frank D. Rodfus bought from W
O'Bryan for $too property in the
011ryan addition.
B. S.. Carpenter sold to K. M. Car-
penter for $450 land in the county.
Boy Disnissed.
Judge Lightfoot of the juvenile
court has dismissed Thad Halstead,
uho was arrested one night last week
for carrying concealed weapons. The
lad was given a sound lecture.
Amended Petition Lodged.
An amended petition was lodged
yesterday in the county court in the
case where Lawyers Taylor ..ned
Lucas seek to have Judge Lilikellelat
remove Mrs. Anna B. Scott as ad-
ministrator of the estate of her late
husband. James Scott. who was run
over and killed by an Illinois Central
engine in the Fulton yards where he
was employed as a switchman The
lawyers want the estate taken from
her hands and put in charge of Pub-
lic Administrator Felix G. Rudolph
The attorney contend she is not prop-
erly looking after the estate, becaust
she dismissed the $35.000. darnaiu
suit she had Taylor and Lucas fit
for her against the railroad on accoun •
of her husband's death She di•
missed the litigation for damagt
over protest of her lawyers.
JACKSON FOUNDRY IS MACHINE CO.
Heavy steam hammer forging',
machinery and boilgre repaired,struc-
tural iron for buildings, mill and
steamboat supplies. Have on hand
second•hancj laundry machinery, boil-






MARCH 19th AND 20th - - -
MISS ZULA COBBS. 329 Broadway..
today and reaches here Sunday on
her way down to Memphis.
The City of Savannah will pass up
earl ythis morning bound for the
Tennessee river from St. Louis.
The City of Saltillo went out of the
Tennessee river yesterday morning
en route to St. Louis.
Business Notice.
The business of the Wilbams•
Bicycle company will be continued
by the Robert B. Williams estate at
the old stand, No. 126 North Fifth
street.
FIRED THE HOUSE.
Some Culprit Built Fire on Porch of
Sam Smith's Home.
1 Mr. Samuel Smith, the potter, who
resides at 1225 Bernheim avenue, re-
ported yesterday that the night be-
'
fore someone tried to burn his home,
building a fire on the rear porch and
stating the bla.ze which ignited a
clothing closet. but was extinguished
before much Ilse was done, the fam-
ily throwing buckets of water on the
fire. Shortly before that, viatile the
;family was seated in the sitting room,
sonueone threw a huge rock through
the window, and it nearly struck hist
daughter Essie. He cannt imagine
iv:to lid thc work.
s
HISTORIC HARRISON HOME
IS DAMAGED BY FLAMES.
Vincennes, Ind.. March 19.—The
historic Harrison house, which the
state refined to purchase forpreser-
vation, was damaged tonight by fire,





























SPRING SUITS ARE READY
WE ARE READY FOR THE SPRING.TRADE *ith the finest showing
of Spring suits we have ever had
so early in the season.
If we have forecasted the Spring
fashions correctly, Men are going to be
better dressed this Spring than ever before
Patterns run from the sober, plain
mixtures, and the modest blues to the
smart check and stripe effects in Grays,
Olives and in the new Browns.
Coats are cut a trifle shorter—soft wide lapels—
plain back or center vent. Trousers are cut easy fitting
and shapely.
Take all in all, we can say that our patrons are
lucky Men, indeed, when they can secure excellent
Clothing to live in during the Spring and Summer
Months, at such moderate prices.

































• "SKIDDOO" FROM SLUETH
TI-IE OWNERS OF THE HOUSEBOATS MAKE A PRACTICE 011
LETTING THEIR FLOATING HOMES GET LEFT HIGH
AND DRY UPON laANK WHEN THE RIVER GOES DOWN—
IN THIS WAY THEY FORCE THEMSELyES INTO GOOD
NEIGHBORHOOGS WHERE STRENOUS OBJECTIONS EX-
IST AGAINST THEM.
The shanty boaters in the rear of
the home of Professor John D. Smith
at Third andMadison streets got the
"skidoo" order yesterday from
Detective William Baker, who or-
dered the owners to have their float-
ing houseboats moved by to o'clock
this morning, otherwise stand prose-
cution in the courts for trespassing
on the water above the ground leased
by Mr. Smith.
The back of the Smith home, which
is the old Allard place, is only a
short distance from the edge of the
river Between the home and bank
of the stream, .the grounds is very
low, and each year when the Olio
river gets high it submerges all that
low land up to a point right behied
Me. Smith's home. Al the water rise
the shantyboat people continue pull-
ing their houseboats closer toward.
the Smith home, so as. to keep near
the bank where they drive stakes and
tie the floating houses firmly with
ropes. Then when the river goes
down suddenly the shantyboats are
left high and dry upon the bank be-
hind the home and cannot be moved.
hence these neighbors, who are ob-
jectionable to everybody, have to be
put up with until another rise
comes. Several times of recent years
the water has gone down and left the
low ground down there dotted with
houseboats, and to obviate a repeti-
etion of this Mr. Smith has leased all
the vacant ground behind his home,
therefore is in control of it, no mat-
ter whether the water comes over.
and submerges the low place or not.
Fearing that the river may go down
suddenly now and leave the objec-
between their back fences and water's
edge so they can legally keep the
houseboat ownrs away from their
neighborhood. The low ground is
worth nothing, not fit for building
purposes, hence it can be leased for
a song, but the shantyboatere have
to dance to the tune and keep moss. 
in"
The people living down about
Third and M'adi-on are the best In
the city and all hail with much pleas-
ure 'Professor Smith'a manner of
ridding himself of the houseboat
owners.
ttonable shantylsoaters crowded up
behind his home he yesterday got
Chief Collins to send Detective
Baker doun and notify the (Mitts to
move their houseboats The slueth
did so. informing the owners of the
floating homes that if they were not
gone by ten o'clock this morning all
would be arrested.
All people whose residences hack
up on the river have this nuisance to
contend with, as those houseboat
owners who settle here let their float-
ing homes get 'left high and dry on
the low ground near the river front.
and there they stay. They do not
make very acceptable neighbors,. and
it is understood many other residents
whose places back up on the river are
contemplating leasing the low places'
—The W. C. T. Vo. meets tomor-
row afternoon at .1 &clock in weekly
teosion at the First Baptist church
lectarre room.
Each day there drop into the cof-
fers of the New York elevated rail-
ways 27,500 nickels, to say nothing of
the other coins and hills.
DR. ADRIAN ROYER
•
.affice rts% South Fifth.
Old 'Phone—Office. 175.
Residence 464.
This is the Way We Do It!
We often asked how it is that we are able to sell gut violinstrings, violin bows, clarionet reeds, guitar strings and all musicalinstrument trimmings at a lower price than is charged by otherdealers,
HERE IS THE HOW OF IT.
The above class of merchandise is not made in this country,and in order to secure fresh, ratable stokk for our customers weimport direst from Europe. In this way we cut out all middleprofit and sell better goods for less money than other dealers canpossibly sell. The Paduca.h post:nester says that WE ARE THEOLY DEALERS that import through the custom house in this city.Catch on;.-we are the only one' that can make prices.
D. E. Wilson Book a-- Music Man
At Harbour's Department. Store
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